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CAST 
 
RAINE - MELANI, RO, FLYNDAS, URI, JILLIAN 
DEBI - DIDO, RUSE, URI,  
SARA - THALIA, SI, URI,  
CALEB - SOLON, BRUCE, RODERIGO 
CHAD - AUGUST, LASCAU, POP 
JP - DUKE, BIT 
 
THE STORY STORY 
PRE-SHOW 
 
SCENE 1 
House to half. Characters enter in low light and freeze. DUKE gives the curtain speech 
appropriate for the night. As he does, a long slow light increase on the characters 
revealing them acting out small slow tableaux such as  MELANI reading the cards. 
DIDO playing with a dagger. THALIA with a hoop. AUGUST reading or quietly 
strumming. SOLON with a hand puppet.  

 
DUKE 

(finishes his “thank yous”...) And there is someone else… Who am I forgetting? 
 

He turns to the Players and the lights 
come up to fully reveal the world of the 
play. 

 
Well, either way, that’s pretty much it. What do you think? Should I switch ‘coming up 
next’ with the ‘thank you’s?  
  
 SOLON 
Ughhhhh! No one cares. 
  
 DIDO (aside)  
Sorry about that. He’s kind of excitable. 
  

DUKE 
I’ve been called, an “excitable super genius”.  
 

SOLON 
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By literally no one. 
 

MELANI 
More like  “super doofus” 

 
DUKE 

I believe you mean, dashing super doofus. (flirts a bit with THALIA) 
 
 MELANI 
No. No, I do not. We love ya’ Duke, despite your eccentricities. 
 

AUGUST 
Ha! “Eccentricities?”  You’re too kind, Thalia. He’s just weird.  
 

DUKE 
Weird as a “handsome doofus fox”, as they say. 
 

DIDO 
That’s not a thing. No one says that. 
 

SOLON 
(perhaps w puppet) Just weird. 
  
  MELANI 
Come on Duke, these folks have been on the road all day.  
  

 SOLON 
And so have we for that matter. 
  
 DIDO 
I’m sure the last thing they want to do is to sit here and listen to you practice your 
curtain speeches all night. 
 

MELANI 
And neither do we for that matter. 
  

 DUKE 
But I have this other one I do –  
(aside)  
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It’s really great! You want to hear it? 
  
  (All players indicate “no” vigorously to the audience.) 
  
“Oh for a muse of fire-exits that would provide the fastest way to protection! My kingdom 
for an agent. A paycheck to act! And anyone to behold our current scene. Then should 
the intermission be -  
  

MELANI coughs 
 

DUKE 
Then should the intermission be - 
 

SOLON and DIDO cough 
 
Then should - 
 

EVERYONE coughs! 
 
Fine then! How do you suggest we entertain our guests? 
 

AUGUST 
Who says they need to be entertained?  
 

SOLON 
Maybe they just want to be left alone.  
 

MELANI 
Maybe read a book?  
 

AUGUST 
Look at the stars.  
 

DIDO 
Contemplate the beautiful and awesome nature of the worlds within and without.  
 

DUKE 
Come on gang, we’re entertainers! 
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DIDO 
Well, we could run our lines. That’s always good for a laugh. 
 

SOLON / MELANI 
Boo / Nooo. 
 

AUGUST 
We rehearsed this morning. 
 

SOLON 
And we just got unpacked. 
 

MELANI 
And I already know my lines. 
 

SOLON 
“Oh, by my troth I am an honest man! And what wilst thou do good Lady 
Ferderbender?” (beat) That’s your cue. 
 

MELANI 
Oh. Um… “I shall… um. I shall fight thee till - 
 

SOLON 
No. 
 

MELANI 
I shall give thee such a thrashing - 
 

SOLON 
Nope. 
 

MELANI 
I shall... Whoop you so good - 
 

SOLON 
Wrong. 
 

MELANI 
Let’s do something else! 
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AUGUST 

I could play a song.  
 

DIDO 
You play? 
 

AUGUST 
Of course! 
 

MELANI 
Since when? 
 

AUGUST 
Since this morning.  
 

AUGUST immediately starts to play 
terribly and is  promptly stopped.  

 
DIDO  

Hey! How about a story? 
 

AUGUST 
There’s an idea! 
 

MELANI 
I like it. But which one? 
 

DUKE 
The Tale of Tinkerheart! That’s a classic. 
 

DIDO 
No. Too long. What about The Twins of Mimm? 
 

AUGUST 
Too short. How about  the Gardener and the Cotton Drum. 
 

SOLON 
Too sad. 
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MELANI 

What then?  
 

THALIA 
What about The Story Story. 

 
ALL 

I love that one! / Oh, Yes! / Great! / Perfect! / 
 

DUKE 
So, we are agreed? 
 

ALL 
Agreed! 
 

DUKE 
Excellent! Now, who wants to begin? 
 

All hands except THALIA go up. 
(Including puppet?) Beat. During the 
next sequence they are all pushing each 
other out of the way to take center. 

 
SOLON 

Once upon a time, there was a little village - 
 

DIDO 
Cast your mind back through the mists of time, before anyone or anything you - 
 

AUGUST 
In a golden age when the world was still young - 
 

MELANI 
Long ago in a galaxy far, far away - 
 

DUKE 
That’s not how it starts! 
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 MELANI 
But it’s a great opening line! 
 

THALIA (standing up from the cards) 
Good friends, welcome. You’ve come to stay the night with us, and we are so glad that 
you have. The sky has not yet darkened in the west, and to the east the stars are just 
beginning to show their bright faces. We have a good fire going. The food has been 
had, and the drinks are flowing. It is a time between times, here on the threshold of 
night, when the hurried bustling of the day has given way to the grander pace of the 
sun’s knowing descent toward the horizon, tipping the scales of the world, and pressing 
the pale moon up into the darkening sky. It is a time between times:  When the world is 
neither one thing nor the other, but all full of color and shadow, of light and dark, of good 
and evil and in-betweens, of changes profound and minute all happening right before 
your eyes. It is the time between times. A time that has been called many things, by 
many people: twilight, the golden hour, eventide, sundown, dusk, gloaming, and yet, no 
matter the name, it is a time that - since words first emerged from the mouths of our 
ancestors - has been reserved for one thing above all else: it is a time for the telling of 
stories.  
 

DIDO 
(beat) Ooooh. That was good. 
 

AUGUST 
Yeah.  
 

MELANI 
Now, let’s see. How should we begin? How to begin… 
 

SOLON 
(kindly) Oh get on with it. Stop pretending we don’t know what we’re doing.  
 

DIDO 
Now now, these things can’t be rushed. Beginning a story is no simple thing.  
 

DUKE 
You wouldn’t just start playing your guitar before tuning the strings. 
 

SOLON 
No. But I’d have the courtesy to tune up before my audience arrives. 
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AUGUST (in on the joke) 

Sure, I mean how hard can it be? Just, y’know: begin. 
  
 THALIA 
Just begin he says!  
 

DIDO 
You might as well say, “Just fall in love,” or “Just be born,” The beginning is everything! 
Almost as important as the end; sometimes even moreso!  
 

THALIA 
Now let me see. (reading her cards, mumbles to herself) Six of Wands.  Yes.  Three of 
Cups.  Excellent.  Alright. Yes. I am ready. Some music please? 

 
DUKE (and perhaps others?) 
begins playing. 

 
Now then, there are two mistakes that most people make about the world. The first of 
these mistakes is believing that the sky is blue.  
 

MELANI 
Sometimes it is blue, no doubt, but only sometimes.  
 

AUGUST 
Sometimes it is somber grey with spring rain, or arctic white with winter’s frost, 
sometimes pink or rosy peach, sometimes the troubled green of storms, sometimes a 
purple twilight deep and soft enough to wrap your dreams in, sometimes a rich indigo 
upon which the planets dance. The sky might be all of these colors in just a single day.  
 

DIDO 
And of course let’s not forget black. The sky is black more often than any other color, 
every night, no matter the dozen colors of the day: the sky at night is ebony and filled 
with the million shimmering sparks of impossibly distant stars.  
 

DUKE 
We say all of this, because the story we want to tell you is something like the sky: Some 
people may say this story is blue, and others say goldenrod, and still others ivory, or 
mauve, or onyx. All are true in their own way. 
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SOLON 

And what is the second mistake? 
  

THALIA 
The second mistake that most people make about the world, is to assume that there 
have always been things called “stories”.  
 

ALL 
Ooh!  / Ah! / Gasp! 
  
 SOLON 
Now wait a second. What do you mean? 
  

THALIA 
Just exactly that. Most people believe that stories have always existed. While the truth 
is really quite different. 
  

SOLON 
And we’ll be setting the record straight tonight? 
  
 THALIA 
We are storytellers, not record straighteners. We’re simply going to tell a story that was 
told to us -  
 

DIDO 
Which was told to the people who told it to us -  
 

AUGUST 
And told to the people before them - 
 

DUKE 
And so on and so on, stretching back to very the earliest of imaginings. 
  

SHADOW: A rolling hillside valley. 
  
  

DIDO 
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Imagine these things as we say them to you, now. Imagine: a quiet and peaceful village 
resting deep in the forested hills.  
 

SOLON 
The people of this village were not rich in land or gold, but there among the tall trees, by 
the shore of a gentle river, in the belly of the green mountain, they had built a happy and 
quiet sort of life that one often hears about in stories, but which is very rare to find the 
real world.  
 

SOUND: birds and wind in the trees.  
 

AUGUST  
Imagine the people of this village working hard and living by the sweat of their brow, 
knowing little of the outside world and caring even less. It was not a perfect place, but it 
was a good place to live, a good place for the young to fall in love, for parents to raise 
their children, and the old to harvest the fruits of life’s labors. 
 

The Players becomes the Villagers.  
 

THALIA  
Imagine a serious, curious woman, living on the outskirts of the village. This woman 
who always wore a brightly colored sash, marbled in greens, pinks, and purples, 
adorned with shimmering stones, so that folk in need could spot her with ease.  
 

She pulls out a lush bit of fabric and 
hands the scarf to MELANI.  

 
Let us say this woman’s name was: Uri.  
 

MELANI becomes URI.  
 

DUKE 
While most of the townsfolk had little interest in the world outside their doorsteps, Uri 
was naturally curious. She spent her days studying and experimenting with local plants 
to discover their healing qualities.  
 

He hands URI a flower and she 
examines maybe tastes it. 
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DIDO 
She filled her nights with delicious solitude, carefully recording the positions and 
movements of the stars and planets.  
 

She hands URI book and pen.  
 

SOLON 
She kept odd hours, came and went as she pleased, and more than a few villagers said 
it was strange, but her thirst for knowledge made her indispensable. 
 

THALIA 
You see they trusted the strength and certainty of her hands in an emergency and her 
thoughtful wisdom for advise.  Just as they knew to visit a blacksmith for a new 
horseshoe, or the baker for a loaf of bread, so they knew to visit Uri Of the Sash - for so 
everyone called her - in the darkest hours of the night in the midst of their contractions, 
or when their animals fell sick, or to discuss the best week for planting crops.  

 
VILLAGER AUGUST 

Oh Ms. Uri, I’ve a terrible headache. Got anything for the pain? 
 

URI 
Chew a couple pieces of bark from the local Aspin tree and eat three petals from the red 
Callyew flower in the morning. 
 

VILLAGER AUGUST 
Okay so, take two aspin and Callyew in the morning. Got it. Thanks.  
  

URI 
You’re very welcome. 
 

EXIT Villagers  
 

DUKE 
And so it went, and might have gone on much the same way until Uri of the Sash 
became known as Uri the Old and Wise. But as it turned out, the book of fate was 
writing a new page for her. One evening, soon after the sun had set behind the hills, Uri 
received a frantic knock on the door.  
 

Enter VILLAGER DIDO 
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VILLAGER DIDO 

Ms Uri!  Ms Uri come quick!  Please help! 
 

URI 
What’s wrong? What happened? 
 

VILLAGER DIDO 
I don’t know! It’s the children! Something’s wrong! Please come! 
 

URI 
Lead the way! 
 

SOUND: Crying children. 
 

URI 
What happened here? Why are they crying? 
 

VILLAGER THALIA 
No one knows! As soon as the sun had set, all of them just began sobbing at once. 
 

URI 
All of them? 
 

VILLAGER DIDO 
Every child in the village. And no one knows why. They won’t even stop long enough to 
answer so much as yes or no. Please, Miss Uri, you have to help! 
 

URI  
I’ll do whatever I can. 
 

AUGUST (aside) 
But it was no use. Even with all of her knowledge, no matter what she tried, nothing 
helped.  
 

SOLON (aside) 
The children cried late into the night, their parents holding them tight, sharing frightened 
looks across the darkened rooms, and whispering prayers under their breath.  
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THALIA (aside) 
Finally, merciful sleep overtook the last of the little ones, and for a while at least, all was 
quiet. So Uri quickly gathered the villagers together.  
 

VILLAGER THALIA 
Please, Ms. Uri, what should we do? 
 

VILLAGER DIDO 
My little Mary cried so long and so hard I was afraid she’d die of dehydration.  
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
My Alex is the same, his face is redder than a beet. What’s the matter with them? 
 

VILLAGER DIDO 
A disease? 
 

VILLAGER DUKE 
Or something they ate? 
 

VILLAGER THALIA  
Could they have they been poisoned? 
 

VILLAGER  AUGUST 
Who would do such a thing? 
 

URI 
Friends, please. I don’t know of any diseases or poisons that would have this effect. 
 

VILLAGER DIDO 
What then? 
 

URI 
I don’t know. Has anyone seen or heard anything strange in the last few days? 
 

VILLAGER THALIA 
Oh! Oh! Oh! I saw three ravens fly over the butcher’s shop just this morning! 
 

VILLAGER AUGUST 
Oh! I saw that too! Three great big old fat dirty trashy ravens. 
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VILLAGER DIDO 

What’s that to do with anything? 
 

VILLAGER AUGUST 
Ravens are bad omens! Isn’t that so Miss Uri?  
 

URI 
Ravens are ravens; nothing more. Let’s not begin by making assumptions based on 
superstition. Has anyone seen anything else? 
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
Well - 
 

VILLAGER DIDO 
Go on. Tell her. 
 

URI 
If you know something, you’d best say it.  No use in keeping secrets. 
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
I saw the beast that they call the Dusk Walker on the edge of the woods just before 
dark. 
 

VILLAGER DUKE 
The Dusk Walker? Please! You mean to say that a great beast, with the face of a fish, 
and standing twice the size of a man, came within a hundred paces of the village and 
you’re the only one who noticed? 
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
I know what I saw. 
 

URI  
Where was this? 
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
Out past the South Field, near the river. I’ve seen him before, and I’m not the only one. I 
looked away just for a moment, and when I turned back he was gone. There’s no way 
something that big could have hidden naturally. I’m tell you he vanished into thin air.  
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VILLAGER THALIA 

The Dusk Walker’s nothing but a legend. 
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
Says the lady ready to burn down the butcher shop on account of a couple ravens. I tell 
you he was standing there out by the south field, looking right at the village, and not a 
half hour later all the trouble started. 
 

URI 
The South Field you say? Aren’t there some caves in that direction?  
 

VILLAGER DIDO 
Indeed, very deep caves: about three miles down the river. 
 

VILLAGER AUGUST 
Hunters and fishermen see strange lights around there after dark. No place for normal 
folk if you ask me. 
 

URI  
Well then, that’s as good a place to start as any. I’ll look into it.  
 

VILLAGER AUGUST 
All alone? It might not be safe miss. 
 

URI 
Miss? My name’s Uri, as you well know.  And as far as safety is concerned, I’m not 
going to put any of the parents in danger and besides, I always make my best 
discoveries alone. 
 

VILLAGER DIDO 
Bless you Uri o’ the Woods. If you can help my little Mary, I’ll gladly repay the favor 
however I can. 
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
So will I.  
 

VILLAGER DUKE  
So will any parent in the village. 
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VILLAGER THALIA 

So will us without children.  
 

VILLAGER DIDO 
That’s very generous. 
 

VILLAGER THALIA 
Generous nothing. What if they wake up tomorrow and start with all that wailing and 
crying and carrying on? I’ll never get another good night’s sleep the rest of my life. If I 
wanted to put of with all that racket, I’d have had a couple brats of my own.  
 

URI 
I’ll return home to collect some supplies and then be on my way. 
 

VILLAGER AUGUST 
You’re just going to wander out of town all alone into a mysterious cave without knowing 
who or what might be in there? 
 

URI 
Yes. Why? 
 

VILLAGER AUGUST 
It just seems a bit strange is all. 
 

URI(throughout this, THALIA & DIDO get swept up in URI’s 
passionate monologue and stand next to her, “seeing” the adventure) 
What’s so strange about it? How many tales are there of explorers and adventurers 
doing exactly the same?  How many heroes have embarked upon epic quests for lesser 
reasons than saving the children of their village?  Where would we be without those 
brave explorers, boldly going where no one has gone before? 
 

The other two women on stage begin to 
move behind Uri in a confrontational 
stance, questions on their faces. 

 
VILLAGER AUGUST 

Well, it’s just that you’re -- 
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URI 
Yes? I’m what? 
 

Villager women take an even more 
defensive stance arms crossed. 

 
VILLAGER AUGUST 

Forgive me, Miss Uri, but you hardly look the adventuring type is what I’m trying to say. 
You don’t even have so much as a dagger to defend yourself. In fact, take mine, I don’t 
need it.  
 

URI 
I’m surprised at you, August the Meek, baby brother of Octavius the Mild. Have you 
already forgotten how I bested both you and your brother in the fencing tournament last 
year? You may rest assured: I have several means of self defence. Some are simple 
and deadly, but many others are secret, and I assure you, most are much more 
effective than a rusty dagger. 
 

VILLAGER AUGUST 
Of course, Miss Uri, I meant no offence. 
 

URI 
None taken. Now, you should all return to your children or your beds. If there there are 
answers to be found in those caves, I will do everything I can to find them.  
 

Exit all but URI and DUKE. 
 

SHADOW: Mouth of the cave. 
 
 

DUKE (aside) 
Before dawn Uri began making her way along the banks of the river until she came to 
the wide mouth of an ancient cave yawning into the darkness. Was she afraid?  
 

URI 
That’s a strong word.  I prefer cautious.  
 

DUKE (aside) 
Was she determined?  
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URI 

Absolutely.  
 

DUKE  (aside) 
Was she more than a little curious?  
 

URI 
Undoubtedly. 
 

LIGHTS: Fading to near black. 
 

AUGUST 
Ass he stepped into the cave Uri wrapped her curiosity and her determination around 
her to form a cloak of courage.  
 

DUKE 
Farther and farther down she went, and with every step the light from the outside world 
grew dimmer and dimmer and dimmer; each breath more and more and more muted, 
the walls closer and closer and closer.  
 

AUGUST 
But Uri of the Sash had not studied hard all those long years without learning a few 
useful things from her old books.  
 

URI 
Loinnir! 
 

A small globe in her hand begins to 
glow.  

 
LASKAU (off) 

Uuuuuuri... 
 

URI 
Hello?  
 

LASKAU 
Uri of the Saaaaashhhhhh... 
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URI 

Who’s there? 
 

LASKAU 
Why, me. I’m here. And so are you, aren’t you, Uri? You are here: in my house.  
 

URI 
I am very sorry to be trespassing. I’ve only come to ask you a question. I mean you no 
harm. 
 

LASKAU 
Well, that’s good news for you Uri of the Sash. Since, I doubt very seriously you could 
do me any harm even if you meant to. 
 

URI 
The people of my village have met with a great misfortune. I’ve come seeking to a way 
to help them.  
 

LASKAU 
I know all about your troubles. All those little babies, crying through the night. Boo hoo 
hoo.  
 

URI 
If you know why I’ve come, then maybe you can help me.  
 

LASKAU 
Oh, I certainly can. But the question is: can you help me? 
 

URI 
If it’s a trade you are after, I’m sure we can reach an agreement. Though it would be 
easier if  we could talk face to face. 
 

LASKAU 
Face to face you say? Well, why not? Antrum Lux! 
 

Lights up to reveal the Cave of Stars 
and Laskau. 
SHADOW: Int cave of stars. 
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LASKAU 

Behold, Uri of the Sash. (Stands to his full height.) Behold and tremble! For I am Laskau 
the Startist, the mystical being known to your village as the Dusk Walker. 
 

URI 
Very pleased to meet you Lascau. May I ask you a few questions? 
 

LASKAU 
Quake with terror for I am he who-- Are… Are you seriously not frightened by my great 
and towering visiage?  
 

URI 
Well, startled perhaps, but I wouldn’t say “frightened”. 
 

LASKAU 
But look at how much bigger I am than you! I’m really huge! Check out my teeth! 
 

URI 
Oh, indeed. They are very imposing.  And judging by the size of your eyes you see 
extremely well in the dark, and by the size of your ears, you must have heard before I 
even step foot in this cave. So I assume if you wanted to hurt me, you could have done 
so easily enough before I had a chance to defend myself.  
 

LASKAU 
Ah. Yes, well, yes that’s true… Very true! Good! Very good. I am impressed Uri of the 
Sash, you have courage and cunning! You’ll  need them both soon enough.  
 

URI 
What is this place? 
 

LASCAU 
This? Why this is the Cave of Stars. It has been my home since the newborn sun first 
slipped below the horizon on the first evening and ushered in the sleeping world. And 
since that first night, here, on the vaulting roof of this ancient cave, I, Lascau the Startist 
have painted every single star that dances through the firmament! 
 

URI 
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Amazing! Oh, yes, I recognize them now. There’s Northern Mother and Dawnling. 
There’s the Little Plow and The Dragon’s Horn...  the Twins, of course.    Oh, and 
there’s Spinner’s Loom, and the Great Bull. 
 

LASCAU 
Yes, They are all here, millions upon untold millions, down to the faintest and tiniest 
speck in the sky.  
 

URI 
This must have taken you ages! And to paint them with such perfect proportions to each 
other: their size and brightness, it’s like I’m looking at the sky itself. It’s truly remarkable. 
You have an amazing talent.  
 

LASCAU 
You know what, can I just say, “thank you.” It’s really nice to get some positive feedback 
every once in a awhile.  I don’t have many visitors, and most of them wouldn’t know 
good art if it jumped out of a dark corner and just bit their heads off.  
 

URI 
Well… You’re very welcome.  
 

LASCAU 
But, I’m afraid you do not fully comprehend my talents! You see I do not merely copy 
the night sky. No! Base reproduction is below an artist such as myself. Indeed, the truth 
is far more remarkable: For you see: I do not paint what I see, instead you see what I 
paint!  
 

URI 
I’m sorry, you lost me. 
 

LASCAU 
It’s quite simple: any star I paint on the roof of this cave will appear in the heavens by 
the following sunset. If I wish, I can rearrange the heavens, shift some stars this way or 
that, brighten some and dim others, erase whole constellations, even sign my initials 
just above the horizon if I wanted to. 
 

URI 
That’s impossible! 
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LASCAU 
Oh, so you’ll jump right into a conversation with a ten foot tall cave spirit without so 
much as batting an eye, but can’t believe I picked up a few magical powers over the 
aeons? 
 

URI 
Excellent point. This is fascinating!  
 

LASCAU 
Indeed, it is riveting beyond measure. You should have seen what the sky looked like 
before I took over:  stars just strewn everywhere, a big bunch of them just clumped 
together on the western horizon, a straight line of them running from there to there, and 
for some reason a giant letter “Q” right in the middle; I did never figure that one out. But 
thanks to me, Lascau the Startist every speck of light has its place and purpose. Some 
help guide travelers and sailors, some are for lovers to swear oaths upon, others mark 
the passing of an age, and a great many I have reserved exclusively for wishing. But the 
crowning achievement of my long life’s work are the the constellations. 
 

URI 
Like the Hunter, and the Bull? 
 

LASCAU 
Yes. Big and Little Gourd, The Great Bear, the Hero, I painted them all. “Why” you ask?  
 

URI 
I didn’t but okay. 
 

LASCAU 
I will tell you! Before scrolls and books, stories only ever lived in the mouths of 
storytellers, and in my great wisdom, I knew that stories were powerful things, so 
powerful in fact that they could change the world. But human life is short, I thought to 
myself, and human memory shorter. So, I set about preserving the greatest stories of all 
time in the sky forever where they could never be forgotten. And it is for this reason that 
I, Lascau the Startist have brought you here. 
 

URI 
Quick question. 
 

LASCAU 
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Yes? 
 

URI 
That word “Startist”… 
 

LASCAU 
Star-Artist, yes. Why? Is it… is it too much? 
 

URI 
It’s a little --  
 

LASCAU 
On the nose? 
 

URI 
Just a bit. 
 

LASCAU 
Okay. Well, thank you. I do appreciate constructive criticism. I don’t get out much so… 

 
URI 

No, I mean if you like it --  
 

LASCAU 
I thought I would try it out, see how it played… But, I digress! To the matter at hand. Tell 
me, Uri of the Sash, what answers do you seek in the Cave of Stars? 
 

URI 
One of the villagers saw you at the edge of town just before our trouble began, so I 
assume you had something to do with it. Answer truly. Did you? 
 

LASCAU 
Yes, it was I who placed the Crying Curse upon those children. 
 

URI 
Why?  
 

LASCAU 
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I knew that the villagers would seek your help in lifting the curse, and that you, in turn 
would go searching for answers. Sooner or later that search would lead you to me. 
Though I must say you tracked me down faster than I anticipated.  
 

URI 
If you needed me, why didn’t you simply go find me? 
 

LASCAU 
This may come as a surprise, but most people aren’t terribly keen on ancient cave- 
dwelling fish-faced artist-wizard-giants wandering into their village and asking for 
directions to the lady who lives all by herself in the woods.  
 

URI 
Point taken. At any rate, I am here now. So, will you lift the curse? 
 

LASCAU 
Perhaps. If, as I said, you are willing to help me first. 
 

URI 
Cave spirit or not, I do not like being blackmailed,  but, since I do not seem to have a 
choice. What is it you want? 
 

LASCAU 
(Pointing) Do you see that huge empty space between the stars running across the 
canvas, there? 
 

URI 
Yes. In my nightly observations I call that space, “The Great Void”. 
 

LASCAU 
Oh, good name. 
 

URI 
Better than “Startist”. 
 

LASCAU 
What? 
 

URI 
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Nothing. 
 

LASCAU 
After a hundred millennia, I have nearly completed my painting of the night sky. All that 
remains to fill is the Great Void. I have painted hundreds of constellations telling a 
thousand tales. But, after all this time I must admit I have finally run out of inspiration. I 
want to fill that last empty space on my canvas with something from a very special story; 
a story which you must tell me, Uri of the Sash. 
 

URI 
Oh, I see. Well, I’d be happy tell you a story if you swear to lift the curse from my village. 
 

LASCAU 
I do. I swear it on my seven favorite stars. 
 

URI 
All right then, what story do you want to hear?  
 

LASCAU 
Can you tell me the Story of the First Story?  
 

URI 
The first story? 
 

LASCAU 
Yes. Where stories come from, how they came to be, what the first one was. 
 

URI 
No. I’m afraid I don’t know that one. I don’t know if anyone does. Stories are terribly 
ancient things. I doubt anyone knows where they came from originally. 
 

LASCAU 
Then it looks like you have your work cut out for you.  
 

URI 
Isn’t there another story I could tell? 
 

LASCAU 
No no no. I have heard them all.  
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URI 

Very well. If you will not lift the curse until I bring you this story, then I suppose I will 
have to go find it. 
 

LASCAU 
Excellent! I was hoping you’d say that!  
 

URI 
It’s not like you’re leaving me any choice. 
 

LASCAU 
Come now Uri, surely your curiosity must have lead you to wonder about the wide world 
outside your little village.  
 

URI 
Make no mistake Lascau, I am doing this to help my village, not out of curiosity or some 
flight of fancy. And not because I particularly like you. 
 

LASCAU 
Very well. Oh, and before you leave, there is something else you should know. If you do 
not return with the story I require by the next new moon, the curse will not be lifted from 
your village for a hundred years because -- 
 

URI 
Wait what? Are you really that cruel? 
 

LASCAU 
What? No! I mean, I know it seems that way, but it’s not entirely… intentional…  

 
URI 

How so? 
 

LASCAU 
In a rare blunder, I may have gotten a word or two mixed up when I cast the curse; just 
a few “thines” and “thous” in the wrong places.  
 

URI 
So you cursed a village full of children because you got tongue tied?  
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LASCAU 

It was a lot to memorize. 
 

URI 
Why didn’t you just write it down and recite it from a book? 
 

LASCAU 
Write it down. Write it down. Oh, that’s a good idea! (displaying his incredibly long and 
awkward fingers) I wonder what might have kept me from holding onto a tiny little quill 
and writing everything down in super neat little legible lines. Maybe even in cursive. Or 
calligraphy maybe! 
 

URI 
It was still foolish. And selfish. Why cast a curse at all? Why inflict so much pain on 
innocent people just to finish your creation? 
 

LASCAU 
As I was trying to say before I was so rudely interrupted, because: when the last sliver 
of moonlight disappears from the sky in one month’s time, I Lascau the Startist, will 
disappear forever along with it, and the stars in the sky will remain in their positions for 
the rest of eternity.  
 

URI 
You’ll die? 
 

LASCAU 
Dead and alive are such binary terms. I prefer to think of myself as transitioning into 
stardust. But in any case, I will leave this world, but the curse will remain. That’s all that 
should concern you. Now you look mad. 
 

URI 
Ya, think?  
 

LASCAU 
And that’s fair. I’ll tell you what: Before you go, let me give you something that might 
help. 
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There is a lighting effect as he enchants 
her scarf. 

URI 
What are you doing? What was that? 
 

LASCAU 
An enchantment, it’s one of my favorites. It’s called Gab. Think of it as my gift to you.  
 
 

URI 
Really? And what good is a gift of Gab? 
 

LASCAU 
It’s really quite useful. Who knows what language the story I need will be told in, but as 
long as you wear that fetching sash you will be able to speak to anyone who has ever 
beheld the beauty of a night sky.  
 

URI 
That’s a powerful gift... for fetching your story like a lapdog.  
 

LASCAU 
If you must think of it that way. 
 

URI 
I do. 

 
LASCAU 

Well in any case, you better get going. The sooner you find that story, the sooner the 
parents of your village get a decent night’s sleep. And I have more work to do. 
 

URI 
Do you have some idea of where I should begin? 
 

LASCAU 
Hmm? Oh, no, not really. East maybe. Or north? South is good too. Or maybe west, 
toward the Capital City, I seem to remember that there is a large library in the Capitol. 
Lots of books in a library and lots of stories there too I would imagine. You can see 
yourself out, yes? I have a lot of work to do here, and time is short. I hope you succeed 
Uri of the Sash, for everyone’s sake. 
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Exit LASCAU. 
 
SCENE 4 
 

DUKE 
So, without any time to waste, Uri decided to take the Dusk Walker’s advice, and 
headed west toward the Capital City. Every step took her farther and farther from the 
home she had known all of her life, and it was not very long before she’d traveled 
farther than she had ever gone before, and in a way this was more frightening that 
going down into the cave. But, she told herself - 
 

URI 
Sometimes, discovery is more about putting one foot in front of the other than knowing 
exactly where you’re headed.  
 

SHADOW: Library. 
 

DUKE 
After several days of travel, Uri finally passed under the gates of the Capital and made 
her way through the bustling streets to the Great Library. As she entered the building, 
she was astounded by the floors upon floors of books seeming to stretch out forever in 
all directions. And even with its immense size, the hall was utterly quiet, the air was 
filled with a scent like a mix of old leather, chocolate, and deeply oiled wood.  
 

URI (aside) 
Oh my, a person could spend ten lifetimes in here and not even read every title.  
 

Enter SOLON LIBRARIAN. 
 
This is one of the most incredible places I’ve ever seen.  
 

DUKE 
Surely Uri thought  --  
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
Shhhh! 
 

DUKE (whisper) 
Oh. Sorry. Surely, she thought, the story she needed would be here.  
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URI (quietly) 

Excuse me. 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
Hmm? 
 

URI (full) 
I said, excuse me. 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
I can’t hear you. 
 

URI (loud) 
I said excuse me! 

 
DIDO LIBRARIAN  

Shhh! 
 

URI (whisper) 
Sorry. 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
What? 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
She says she’s sorry. 
 

 SOLON LIBRARIAN  
What? 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
She’s sorry. 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN 
For what? 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
Ask her. 
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SOLON LIBRARIAN  

What for? 
 

URI 
Actually I was saying, “excuse me”. 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
You’re excused. 
 

URI 
No. I’m looking for help. 
 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
What with? 
 

THALIA LIBRARIAN  
Shhhhh! 
 

URI 
Seriously? 
 

ALL LIBRARIANS 
Shhh! 
 

URI 
You shhh!!! 
 

THALIA LIBRARIAN  
No you shhh! 
 

URI 
No you shhh!!! 
 

SOLON / DIDO LIBRARIAN 
Shhh!! 
 

URI 
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I’m just -- 
 

ALL LIBRARIANS 
Shhhh! 
 

URI 
I’m just trying to find a book! 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN 
Oh! Why didn’t you say so?  
 

URI 
I am looking for a book that can tell me where stories come from. 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN 
Stories? 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
Where they what now? 
 

THALIA LIBRARIAN  
Where they come from? 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
From books! 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
No, from dreams! 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
No!  From authors! 
 

THALIA LIBRARIAN  
I think she means originally. 
 

URI 
Yes. 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
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What? 
 
THALIA LIBRARIAN  

She means originally! 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
Shhh. 
 

URI 
Can you help me? 
 

THALIA LIBRARIAN  
We can, if you’d keep your voice down. 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
Would that be in the fiction section?  
 

THALIA LIBRARIAN  
History. 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
I thought we were looking for her story.  
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
No, she is looking for the first story in the history of stories. 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
Well why didn’t you say so? We don’t have that here. 
 

URI 
What? 
 

DIDO / THALIA LIBRARIAN 
Shhh. 
 

URI 
How can you be sure the story I’m looking for isn’t here?  This place is gigantic! 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
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Madam, I have made reading books my life’s work. 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
As have I. 
 

THALIA LIBRARIAN  
Me too. 
 

 SOLON LIBRARIAN  
There is not a book in the Great Library that I can not find. I have spent so many years 
with my nose in a book that I can can tell the difference between a dictionary and a 
thesaurus by their smell alone. 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
It’s true. And I once read a whole bookcase of cookbooks just to see which pages were 
the most delectible to the touch. 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
And I have devised a whole system of categorizing books by subject matter and 
author's name which -- 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
Please Dewey, not again!  
 

THALIA LIBRARIAN  
No one wants to hear about your stupid “system” with all those numbers and dots. 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
Decimals.  But I really think it would be helpful to organize -- 
 

SOLON / DIDO LIBRARIANS 
Shhh!  
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
At any rate, you’ll find no books containing the story you seek here in the Great Library. 
 

URI 
Are you certain? 
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THALIA LIBRARIAN  
Undoubtedly, yes. 
 

URI 
If not here, do you know where can I find what I am looking for? 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
Not our problem. 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
Oh, be nice. There are so many stories that have never been written down, miss. The 
world is full of them. 
 

URI 
But you don’t understand. I only have a month to find the story I am looking for. 
 

THALIA LIBRARIAN  
One month? Wait a moment. What did you say your name was? 
 

URI 
Uri. Uri of the- 

DIDO / THALIA LIBRARIANS 
Uri of the Sash! 

 
LIBRARIANS start flipping the pages of 
the great book they are holding. 

 
DIDO LIBRARIAN  

Spelling please. 
 

URI 
U-R-I. What is is this about? 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
Ah! I thought so. 
 

LIBRARIANS read what he’s pointing at. 
Then look at each other.) 
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DIDO LIBRARIAN  (consulting the book) 
You are not, by chance the same Uri of the Sash, whose village’s children were cursed 
by a cave spirit called he Dusk Walker aka The Startist. 
 

(quickly)THALIA LIBRARIAN  
Terrible name.  
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN 
Right?  So pretentious. 
 
 

THALIA LIBRARIAN 
Ugh. 
 
 

URI 
Yes! That’s me! How did you know? 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
It’s right here. 
 

URI 
How can it be in that book? I’ve never told anyone about it. 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
Well, this is no ordinary book. This is the Index: a tome of great magical power. There’s 
a little something in here about almost everyone and everything, from what is past and 
what’s yet to happen.  
 

URI 
What else does it say about me? Does it say where I can find the story I am looking for? 
 

THALIA LIBRARIAN  
Um... Nope. 
 

URI 
Well what else is there? 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
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We cannot say. 
 

URI 
What? It’s my entry! I have a right to know. 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
This particular entry appears to reference events that have not yet transpired. It would 
be wrong of us to reveal them to you. 
 

URI 
Now listen here, I have come a long way already, and I likely have many miles still to 
travel. My whole village is counting on me, children are counting on me, and I am in 
need of information. You are librarians are you not? 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
Of course. 
 

URI 
Your job is to help people find the information they need?  
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
Yes. 
 

URI 
Then if there is anything in that Index of yours, I deserve to know it. 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
We don’t have to tell her the future bits, you know. 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
She has a good point, and if we don’t violate the Space-Time Continuum Preservation 
Act of 2565… for the third time (meaningfully), we should fine.  
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
I agree. Plus she is rather earnest, isn’t she?  
 

THALIA LIBRARIAN  
Yes, there’s something charming about her well reasoned arguments.  Very well. We 
will read you your entry in the Index,  
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DIDO  LIBRARIAN  

Minus the future bits -  
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
Thus avoiding violating the STCP Act of 2565, chapter 16, line one hundred and --  
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
Oh get on with it! 

 
THALIA LIBRARIAN  

Your entry reads thusly: 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
Uri of the Sash.  
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
Also known as Uri the Storyhunter.  
 

THALIA LIBRARIAN  
Intelligent. Brave. Unwilling champion of a cursed village.  
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
Lured to the Cave of Stars by an ancient spirit.  
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
Sent on a quest to find the Origin of all Stories.  
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
Traveled to the Grand Library and was sent away by three extremely good looking and 
very charming librarians.  
 

THALIA LIBRARIAN  
Bore witness to many strange and wonderful things. 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
(beat) Yadda yadda yadda... Then it just says: fate unknown.  
 

URI 
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That’s it? Seriously? 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
Well there are a lot of entries in the Index. There’s only so much room. 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
And we can only be so specific.  
 

URI 
But that’s not helpful at all! 
 

THALIA LIBRARIAN  
How can you say that? You’ve learned that you will encounter strange and wonderful 
things. That’s more than some can say. 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN  
You’ve learned that your fate is unknown. 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
And most importantly you’ve learned that you have another name: Uri the Storyhunter. 
 

URI 
It is a good name.  

 
SOLON LIBRARIAN  

Indeed it is.  
 

THALIA LIBRARIAN  
And since we know that you are the Storyhunter, perhaps you will take a bit of advice 
from three old librarians.  
 

URI 
Gladly. Anything helps. 
 

DIDO LIBRARIAN 
One. Listen patiently, and question constantly: Sometimes the answers to very difficult 
problems are more complex than a simple entry in a single book.  
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN  
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Two. Understand deeply and gradually: Some answers are more like roads than rooms.  
 

THALIA LIBRARIAN  
Three. Persist relentlessly: In order to know when you have reached your destination, it 
may be necessary to embark from a distant place, and work your way forward, one step 
at a time.  
 

URI 
Thank you. It’s sound advice. I will remember it. 
 

SOLON LIBRARIAN 2 
Now, is there anything else we can help you with today, Storyhunter? 
 

URI 
I don’t think so. I suppose I’ll just -- 
 

ALL LIBRARIANS  
Shhhhh! 
 

Exit Librarians.  
 
MELANI hands the sash to DIDO who 
becomes URI. 
 
SHADOW: A bazaar or a crowd. 

 
 DUKE 

Now Uri was in a pickle. She had no idea where to begin her new search, and so, as 
many of us do when we don’t know which way to go, she simply followed the largest 
crowd she could find. As it so happened, this crowd was mostly made up of farmers and 
merchants returning to their homes outside city. And so, before long Uri found herself 
back on the road with the city behind her. But, as is often the case; where there are 
honest folks making an honest living, there were others out to take what didn’t belong to 
them.  
 

Enter BANDITS, trying to open an oddly 
shaped and very colorful box.  

 
BANDIT AUGUST 
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Keep your hands off! I’m telling you there’s got to be a way to open the silly thing. 
 

BANDIT DUKE 
Won’t do us a whole lot of good to have stolen it if we can’t get whatever’s inside. 
 

BANDIT MELANI 
I’ll say. You can’t split a box four ways. 
 

BANDIT THALIA (seeing URI) 
Well hello-ello-ello, look what we have here. 
 

BANDIT DUKE 
Well... ‘e looks like a person. 
 

BANDIT MELANI 
Wif a lovely head of ‘air! 
 

BANDIT THALIA 
I bloody know it’s a person!  Who d’ya think I am, some sort of sniveling, bottom year, 
top ass-- 

 
BANDIT AUGUST 

All right! hands up! This is a robbery.  
 

(Uri starts for her dagger but puts 
her hands up instead.) 

 
URI 

If this is a robbery I’m afraid it won’t be a very successful one. I have nothing of value.
 

BANDIT AUGUST 
Not at all, young lady, we’ll be taking that sash of yours. It’ll fetch a few coins to be sure, 
what being sparkly and whatnot. You, go get it from her. 
 

BANDIT DUKE 
I don’t appreciate your tone. 
 

BANDIT THALIA 
Now that your mention it, I don’t ‘preciate the way you boss us around.  
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BANDIT MELANI 

We aint your lackies, y’know.  We’re partners.  
 

BANDIT DUKE 
That’s right. We split everything fifty-fifty-fifty-fifty.  
 

BANDIT MELANI / THALIA 
Yeah!  Partners! 
 

BANDIT AUGUST 
Alright, show of hands, has anyone here ever been involved in a robbery before? 
 

BANDITS raise hands.  
 

BANDIT AUGUST 
Oh really? When was ‘at? 
 

BANDIT DUKE 
We were all in on stealing that box from the merchant.  
 

BANDIT AUGUST 
That was a burglary, not robbery.  
 

BANDIT MELANI 
He’s got us there.  
 

Bandits lower hands. 
 

BANDIT THALIA 
What about her then? 
 

BANDIT DUKE 
Put your hands down miss. Unless you’ve been robbed before. 
 

URI 
Okay. (she does) 
  

BANDIT AUGUST 
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Who do you think you are? I call the shots around here. (turning back to Uri) Now put 
your hands up. 
 

URI 
But I’ve never been robbed before. 
 

BANDIT AUGUST 
Well you can count this as a first then. 
 

URI 
Actually I don’t intend to add that to my list of accomplishments today.  (Whips out her 
dagger.) 
 

BANDIT THALIA 
I told you… Uh oh! 
 

BANDIT AUGUST 
Get her! 
 

They fight. And Uri drives them off one 
of them drops the brightly colored very 
oddly shaped box. 

 
URI 

That’s right, run! And tell your friends to keep clear of Uri the Storyhunter! 
 

URI picks up the box and tries to open 
it.  

 
URI 

I wonder what this is. 
  

BRUCE enters. Producing each boot as 
he describes it maybe from a box like 
hot-dog vendors at ballgames have. 

 
 BRUCE  
Boots here! Get your boots here. Come on down and check out the prices at Ole Bruce 
Tutes’ New and Used Cute Shoes and Boots Booth! I have boots in every size. Boots 
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for feet so big you’d swear I said was selling boats instead of boots. I have shoes so 
small you’ll ask, “Why would a cute little tiny little itty bitty baby ever need such small 
shoes for? Baby’s can’t walk!” you’ll say, “What is going on?” I have boots so average 
sized you’ll say, “Well now those look like just a nice normal sized pair of boots liable to 
fit any average person’s very normal sized foot.” (Seeing Uri) You there young lady, you 
look you’ve got a great many miles of travel ahead of you!  
 
 URI 
I do indeed. But, I already own a good pair of traveling boots. Thank you though. 
  
 BRUCE 
Boots? (tossing boot) What makes you think Bruce Toot sell boots? Bruce Toot sells 
whatever a person might need on the road. And in your case, I think you might be 
needing a... cloak a nice traveling cloak. Am I right? 
 

URI 
I suppose I might be interested. 
 

BRUCE 
I knew it, and It just so happens that you are looking at the sole proprietor of The 
Bespoke Cloak, A Baroque Cloak and Coat Depot for Blokes and other Folks... 
specifically adventuresome ladies on long journeys. Take this cloak for example. 
(producing a very gaudy baroque era cloak)  Now this Baroque cloak’s no joke! 
 

URI 
Have you got anything a bit less... ornamental? 
 

BRUCE 
Of course Ole Bruce’s got all kinds of cloaks. How about this? A sturdy traveling cloak, 
hot off the loom. Keep you dry in the rain and warm in the winter, shade in the sun, and 
a pillow for your head. Plus it’s full of lots of pockets for putting pocket sized things in. 
Try it on. 
 

As Uri is trying on the cloak 
Bruce sees the box.

  
 BRUCE  

Well I’ll be! My treasure box! Where’d you find that?  
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URI 
A group of bandits dropped it when they fled from me. I overheard them say they’d 
taken it off a merchant. I’m happy to give it back to you if its yours. 
 

BRUCE 
A thousand gratitudes! What did you say your name was? 
 

URI 
Uri of the Sash. Though some call me Uri the Storyhunter 
 

BRUCE 
Storyhunter eh? Why didn’t you say so? Stories can be tough things to hunt down. 
Would you mind telling Ole Bruce Toot what story you’re after? 
  
 
 URI 
I’m am hunting the Story of the First Story. 
  
 BRUCE 
No kidden? Is that all? Why didn’t you say so? Well, that’s no great mystery. 
 

URI 
Really? You know the story I’m looking for? 
 

BRUCE 
Of course. Like I said, I’ve got everything a traveler needs. Stories included. 
 

URI 
Really? That’s wonderful! Would you be so kind as to tell me? It would save me quite a 
lot of trouble. If you give me the answer I seek I’d be happy to buy this cloak and call it 
my Frock of the First Fable. 
 
 BRUCE 
Good name. 
 

URI 
Thanks. 
 

BRUCE 
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But if I know the story you need then you won’t need a traveling cloak in the first place. 
  
 URI 
I suppose you’re right.  
 

BRUCE 
But in that case you can call it your Cloak of Copious Convenience.  
 

URI 
Good name. 
 

BRUCE 
Thanks. We have a deal? 

 
URI 

Deal. 
 

BRUCE 
Excellent! You want to know where stories come from? Well, it turns out you’re holding 
the answer right there in that box.  
 
 URI 
Really? Is the answer inside?  
  
 BRUCE 
In a way it is. The story of where all stories began, begins, a very long time ago in a 
very distant land, where there lived a pair of twins poor as poor could be… 
 

Enter RO and SI, who sit and beg. 
  
  BRUCE 
The siblings lived on the outskirts of a little fishing village, and every day from sunup to 
sundown they begged for their meals. One especially dreary day, a sour faced 
fisherman crossed their path carrying a most unusually shaped box. 
 

Enter Fisherman. Bruce hands him the 
box. Maybe the fisherman has like some 
fish hanging from a string around his 
neck?) 
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 RO  
Spare a coin for a beggar sir? 
  
 SI 
Any bit helps. 
  
 SAILOR DUKE 
Begon wi’ ye! I cann’a afford to be dolen’ out charity on such an unlucky a day as this. 
And truth be told, I haven’t a copper cent to give you. I spent my last dime down at the 
locksmith’s trying to open this blasted box. And what do I have to show for it? Nothing 
but a hefty bill! 
  
 SI 
If you don’t have money, do you perhaps have a bit of food. We will take anything. 
  

 SAILOR DUKE 
Anything you say? Why don’t you take this? I’ve no chance of getting into it now 
anyway. I found the cur’sed thing tangled in my nets as I was reeling in the morning’s 
catch. Hard to believe that was only just this morning. And now look at me: one day’s 
curiosity cost me a week’s worth of hard work toiling in the sea. If you’re taking 
anything, then take this, may it bring you more than it brought to me. 
  

He gives them the box and exits. 
  
 RO 
What are we going to do with that? 
 

SI 
I don’t know. But something’s better than nothing, which is all we had a moment ago. 
 

Enter MERCHANT 1 
 

RO 
Spare a coin or two, sir? 
 

MERCHANT AUGUST 
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I might have a coin to spare, but not for nothing. I’m a businessman afterall. I’m not in 
the habit of just giving money to people who don’t have any. What do you call that 
again? 
 

RO 
Charity sir. 
 

MERCHANT AUGUST 
Oh, yes, that’s it. Charity. Silly word. Nothing to do with chairs. Sad. I don’t just give out 
money to people without chairs. But that box you have there: that great. It’s a 
tremendous.  Very interesting. Where did you get it? 
 

RO 
A fisherman gave it to us, sir. He said it wasn’t worth anything to him, and that we could 
just have it. 
 

MERCHANT AUGUST 
Oh, well, I’m sorry, but in business, you only make decisions that will turn a profit. I can’t 
sell a box nobody wants. No deal. Bad deal, very bad deal!(crosses to exit) 
 

BRUCE (aside) 
And maybe it was the hunger growing in her belly, maybe it was her own natural 
imagination, or maybe as some have said, it was something about the box itself, but 
suddenly one of the twins had a strange and marvelous thought, the first thought of its 
kind in all the world: 
 

SI 
Wait! What my brother means to say is that... this box was... dredged up from the briny 
depths of the sea, by a lowly sailor who spent his entire life’s savings trying to unlock its 
secret contents, only to see the venture bring ruin on him and his whole family. 
 

MERCHANT AUGUST 
Is that right?  
 

RO 
What are you doing? 
 

SI 
Just go with it. 
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MERCHANT AUGUST 

Tell me more. 
 

SI 
The sailor, struggled with all his might to open the box, but even the grip of his sea- 
hardened hands could not budge it. So, he took it to a master locksmith, who could not 
unlock it with all the skills of his trade. Finally he took it to a great wizard who lived high 
in and distant tower. But even with all of his magic, the wizard could not get the box to 
reveal its secrets. 
 

RO / MERCHANT AUGUST 
Whoooooa!  
 

RO 
I totally didn’t remember him saying anything about a wiz - (SI cuts him off with a look.) 
 

MERCHANT AUGUST 
What do you suppose is inside? 
 

SI 
No one knows.  
 

RO 
It could be anything! 
 

 SI 
Some say an ancient secret for happiness locked tightly within this box. Others say keys 
to eternal life, or scrolls of great power.  Or perhaps something far more precious: 
booty! 

 
RO / MERCHANT AUGUST 

What?!  
Hey now! 
 

SI 
Like pirate booty! Like treasure! Like its a treasure chest! 
 

MERCHANT AUGUST / RO 
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Oh! 
 

MERCHANT  AUGUST (to RO who is just as enthralled by 
the story) 

That makes more sense. 
 

RO 
Yeah. 
 

SI 
So, how much would you give for this amazing, incredible one of a kind box? 
 

MERCHANT AUGUST 
I’ll give you five bucks.  
 

RO 
Five dollars? That’s it? 
 

SI 
Surely, it must be worth more than that! 
 

MERCHANT AUGUST  
Of course it is. I’m sure I’ll sell it for a small fortune. But if I give you what it’s worth, then 
I can’t make anything by selling it. So, for you, I’ll give you five dollars. Deal? 
 

RO 
Remember the part about the wizard, and the briny deep?  
 

SI 
And the booty!  
 

MERCHANT AUGUST 
Five bucks! Take it or leave it.  
 

SI 
Sold! 
 

RO 
What are you doing? 
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SI 

Don’t worry. I just figured something out. 
 

RO gives the MERCHANT the 
box. He exits.  

 
 RO 

Five dollars? Five dollars won’t buy us lunch! 
 

SI 
I know. 
 

RO 
Didn’t you hear that guy? He said he could sell it for a fortune.  
 

SI 
Exactly. 
 

SI picks up a stone.  
RO 

What is this? 
 

SI 
It’s a rock. 
 

RO 
Where did it come from? 
 

SI 
You just picked it up off the street. 
 

RO 
Did I though? 
 

Enter MERCHANT DUKE 
& DIDO.  
 

MERCHANT DUKE 
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Haha! Quite right you are, it is a lovely day to be rich. 
 

MERCHANT DIDO 
Hahaha! I just love having such enormous sums of money. 
 

They laugh. 
 

SI (to RO) 
Follow my lead. (loudly) I’m telling you brother, it was glowing red and it fell from the 
sky. When I went to pick it up it was too hot to touch, and it sounded like it was 
humming. 
 

RO 
Really? That’s amazing! What in the world do you think it is? 
 

SI 
I don’t think it’s of this world at all. I think it must be a piece of a falling star or maybe 
part of a distant planet. 
 

RO 
Maybe it’s booty! 
 

SI 
Cool it with the booty. 

 
RO 

Sorry. 
 

SI  
I think what you mean is that maybe this precious stone was a piece of a distant world 
that was destroyed long long time ago in a galaxy far far away. 
 

RO 
What has the destructive capabilities to blow up an entire planet? Some kind of fully 
operational... Destruction Star?  
 

SI 
Who knows? But I bet the wizards at the royal observatory would pay a fortune for this 
stone. 
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MERCHANT DUKE 

You there, dirty poor children, what have you got there? 
 

SI 
Oh, nothing you fancy gentlemen would be interested in. 
 

RO 
Just a piece of a fallen star. 
 

SI 
Probably worth a fortune, so we have to go. 
 

MERCHANT DUKE 
Wait now. How much do you want for it? 
 

MERCHANT DIDO 
Now wait just a second. However much he’ll pay you, I’ll double it. 
 

SI 
Now gentlemen -- 
 

MERCHANT DUKE 
I saw it first! 
 

MERCHANT DIDO 
I’ve got a hundred on me right now. Give it here dirty children. 
 

RO 
Stop calling us dirty, man. 
 

MERCHANT DUKE 
Two hundred. 
 

MERCHANT DIDO 
Four hundred. 
 

MERCHANT DUKE (pulling out money and waving it) 
Five hundred! 
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SI 

Sold! For five hundred. 
 

They make the exchange. As the 
Merchants cross to exit… 

 
MERCHANT DIDO 

Let me see it. 
 

MERCHANT DUKE 
No. You can see it when I’m done with it. 
 

MERCHANT DIDO 
How much do you think it’s actually worth? 
 

MERCHANT DUKE 
Millions of dollars, my friend, perhaps billions!  
 

They exit. RO and SI stare at all 
the money for a moment. 
 

RO / SI 
Let’s do it again! 
 

SI 
Okay. First, we get lunch. Then… (she looks around and finds a stick) We see how 
much someone might be willing to pay for the lost club of great warrior.  
 

RO 
Oooh nice! What’s the warrior’s name? 
 

SI 
Mildred.  
 

RO 
Cool! Tell me more! 
 

SI 
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She and her daughter were a trapped on a desert island after a great storm!  There was 
a crazy guy who lived there, and fell in love with her daughter!  Soon, the crazy guy 
imprisoned the daughter and ancient magic was necessary to quell the deformed beast 
so Mildred set out to find -- 
 

RO  
I love this! What are you doing right now? 
 

SI 
I’m just making up stuff as I go! 
 

RO 
How cool! What do you call it? 
 

SI 
I don’t know! I’m just lying! 
 

RO 
That’s great! We’re gonna’ be rich! Oh wait! Wait wait. I’m pretty sure lying is bad right?  
 

SI 
No, this is different because… 
 

RO 
Because?  
 

SI 
Because… Dang! I guess you’re right. Oh well. It was fun while it lasted.  
 

RO 
(beat) Wait! (she takes the stick) Okay, do you still remember the lie you were telling me 
about the warrior? 
 

SI 
Sure I do. 
 

RO 
Okay. What if you just told the lie about the warrior without trying to sell the useless 
stick? 
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SI 

You think people would pay to hear something I just made up? 
 

ENTER Merchant SOLON 
 

MERCHANT SOLON 
Great googly moogly, I’m going to have to talk with my personal tailor about making me 
some deeper pockets to carry all this money around in.  
 

RO 
It’s worth a shot. (beat, louder)  That is amazing! Tell me again! 
 

SI 
No, no. I’m not telling you until we have some privacy. 
 

MERCHANT SOLON 
You there, filthy poor children what are you talking about?  What are you so excited for? 
 

SI 
Oh nothing you’d be interested in. I was just telling my brother about the greatest 
warrior of all time. No big deal.  
 

MERCHANT SOLON 
What’s this now?  
 

RO 
Oh I couldn’t tell you about it.  
 

MERCHANT SOLON 
Now see here. I happen have a bit of money and you seem like the sort that could use a 
hot meal. If you tell me what you were talking about I’ll give you… five. 
 

SI 
Five? Five’s not enough! After all, this is the story of the utterly impetuous upstart from 
Old Kamdiven Town. Do you not know her? Standing five feet tall and weighing in at 
165 pounds of pure muscle, the Flinger of Foils, the Rotator of Rotundaries, Madame 
Mildrine Yosephilla Blatt! With surefooted super-human swiftness Mildrine could 
scramble the slippery sinews of any brutal beast, and deftly deploy a devastating deluge 
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of perfectly placed pugilistic punishment before surfing their great hulking girth back 
down to the earth. Mildrine: the Beautiful Bruiser, people called her: the Maiden of 
Muscle, Slayer of the Sinister Sisterhood, Destroyer of the Dastardly Duo. She single 
handedly subdued the psychotic cyclops that ceaselessly besieged several cities and 
subsequently subdued the Dreadful Dragon that decimated dozens of domiciles.  
 
Make it twenty. 
 

MERCHANT SOLON 
I don’t know… 
 

SI 
Did I mention the part about a great and terrible sea creature?  
 

RO 
And the cyclops. 
 

SI 
AND the cyclops! 
 

RO 
And don’t forget... the booty! 
 

SI 
Right!  That booty! 
 

MERCHANT SOLON 
Deal! Tell me all about it! 
 

They exit. Enter URI. SOLON becomes 
BRUCE with the box. 

 
BRUCE 

And there you have it. Without even meaning to, those siblings had created the first 
stories. They were the first who ever looked at a simple thing and imagined a rich 
history for it. From that day on they spent their lives inventing stories, sometimes for the 
things they found, and sometimes right out of thin air. They traveled the world, filling it 
with as many interesting tales as they could imagine, and turning the ordinary into the 
extraordinary every day. 
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URI 

Isn’t it odd that they made money off of their stories?  
 

BRUCE 
Is it odd for a fisherman to make a living catching fish or a bricklayer from laying brick? 
Storytellers need to eat too. So, what did you think?  

 
URI 

I think it is a wonderful story. Thank you very much. But, I still have several weeks 
before I have to return home, and as you said, maybe the experience of a little dirt 
under my boots is the best way to learn what I need to know.  
 

BRUCE 
Indeed Storyhunter. Travel safe.  
 

URI 
By the way, what happened to the box? How did you wind up with it?  
 

BRUCE 
Oh yes the box. Well, I’m glad you asked. As it happens: many years later, in a roadside 
stall very much like the one you are standing in now, the two siblings, now wealthy 
beyond their wildest dreams, happened to come across the box again. But this time it 
got them into a fair amount of trouble with not one, but three dragons. It was a 
harrowing ordeal after which neither of the twins would ever be the same again.  But, 
alas, that is a tale for another day. Unless perhaps you’ve got a few coins to spare? 
 

URI 
I see what you’re doing there. I’m afraid not. Here’s for your cloak, and here’s for your 
story. I thank you very much for both. 
 

BRUCE 
Ole Bruce Toot’s taken a liking to you Uri the Storyhunter so I’ll leave you with this: If it’s 
the old stories you’re after, you’re on the right road. Not long ago I came across a 
traveling band of actors. They’ve traveled the world for decades, picking up stories from 
all over. I would seek them out, they’re sure to have a story for you. And when you find 
them, be sure to mention what a great deal you got on that cloak.  
 

URI 
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I will. And thank you. 
 

BRUCE 
Best of luck in your travels Uri Storyhunter. Boots here! Get your boots! I got all colors 
of boots... 
 

Exit BRUCE  
 

DUKE 
So Uri set out along the road away from the city.  She traveled for days, staying at small 
cottages and inns, or sleeping under the stars, Everywhere she stopped, and everyone 
she passed, she asked people if they knew where stories came from. Mostly folks just 
shook their heads, but sometimes they would spin her a tale.  
 

TRAVELER MELANI 
Stories were brought down on a rainbow bridge from the Land Beyond the Clouds. 
 

TRAVELER AUGUST 
Stories were hatched from the eggs of a great dragon after a hero slew it to rescue his 
beloved. 
 

TRAVELER THALIA 
Stories were first told to humans by Cousin Rabbit whose long ears could hear the 
thousand things that the grass whispers. 
 

TRAVELER SOLON 
Stories were first discovered carved into the walls of caves by an ancient race who has 
long since departed this world. 
 

MELANI (aside) 
She traveled for weeks, wearing herself to the bone, staying awake for days at a time, 
determined to learn as many stories as she could.  
 

AUGUST (aside) 
One night, she looked into the sky and realized that the moon had turned to a perfect 
semi circle. And she knew that if she was to make it back to her village in time, she 
would have turn around soon.  
 

THALIA 
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She tossed and turned in a restless sleep, worried that, try as she might, she had not 
been able to find a story good enough to inspire Lascau and lift the curse from her 
village, and knowing that if she did not return in time, all would be lost for certain.  
 

Uri lays down. BLACKOUT. Possible act 
break. Thunder!!! Lightning!!! RAIN!!!) 

 
BIT (off)  

Help! Help! 
 

URI wakes. 
 

BIT (off) 
HELLLLPP!! 
 

(All of this is shadow puppetry and acted 
in real life behind a water fabric. BIT is 
puppeted) 

 
DUKE 

Uri had awoken to a terrible storm, and somewhere in the darkness someone was 
crying out for help. She followed the sound until she came to the banks of a swelling 
river.  
 

SOUND: raging river. 
 

BIT (off) 
Please help! 
 

MELANI 
Without thinking, Uri dove into the raging waters and began swimming in the direction of 
the cries. The current was terribly strong and the water bone chillingly cold, but she 
continued to swim until she made out the shape of a small dog who must have gotten 
swept away going after its master.  Now the poor thing was  just barely treading above 
the water. 
 

URI (calling) 
Hello? Where are you? Hello! Let me help you! Hello! 
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BIT 
Help frend! I am here! Please help! 
 

URI 
Where is your master? 
 

BIT 
No master! Just me, please help! 
 

URI 
You can talk!? 
 

BIT 
Please help! 
 

THALIA 
With no time to think about this strangeness, Uri paddled toward the poor creature, but 
when she drew close the current snatched him away at the last moment. Again she tried 
and again the current tore him away. This went on through the cold and the rain, for 
what felt like hours, and all the while the river pulling Uri farther and farther from her 
camp. Until at last, as her bones began to freeze and her muscles began to fail she 
wondered if she would even be able to save herself from drowning, much less the poor 
creature. 
 

BIT 
Help help! My legs are so tired! Please please! 
 
 

BIT sinks below the surface. 
 

URI 
Hold on! 

 
Uri sinks below the surface, this 
sequence is shadow puppeted.)  

 
SOLON 

Uri took a last deep breath and dove beneath the rushing waters. In the darkness she 
could just barely make out the faintest outline of the dog whose body was sinking 
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quickly down, always just out of reach. Uri began to to feel short of breath, but now she 
was within a few inches of the dog’s lifeless paw. Deeper still, and deeper still.  
 

THALIA 
Now she felt fear grip her heart. She could not hold her breath forever, and the water 
was cold as ice, and it was so dark she could not even see the hand in front of her face.  
 

AUGUST 
Then her fingers suddenly brushed wet fur. Frantically she clutched for the dog and 
managed at last to get a grip.  
 

MELANI 
She kicked for the surface as hard as she could, but already she knew that she would 
never make it. She could feel her lungs about to burst as they cried out for air. Uri, felt 
her fingers losing their grip and the water seemed to grow even darker all around her, 
and in that moment she knew that she might well die. She thought of her village, of the 
poor children, of the promise she had made. And then all the world went black and 
silent. 
 

(Lights out. Maybe a hollow rushing 
sound of some kind. A moment in 
darkness. Lights up on Uri laying on the 
ground in a tight spot. Then BIT enters 
the circle of light and begins licking her 
face.) 

 
BIT 

Hullo? Hullo? Frend? Hello? Wake up plez. Hullo? 
 

(Uri wakes coughing violently.) 
 

BIT 
Oh good! Good girl! You did me a big frighten. But you are not ded and I am glad. 
 

URI 
No. I’m not dead. And I’m glad you are alright too. Wait.  What? How? 
 

BIT 
Hullo frend! Come on! I need to walk you now! 
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URI 

Hello. Wait. How can you talk? 
 

BIT 
Um, I talk all the time. I think you jus listen more good than most humans. 
 

URI 
The Gift of Gab, incredible! I didn’t think it is would let me speak to the animals. This is 
amazing! I have so many questions. What’s it like to be dog? 
 

BIT 
Ummm. It is nice. 
 

URI 
Okay. Anything else? 
 

BIT 
Ummm. Sometimes it itches. Okay that was fun. Now I will has you a questium.  
 

URI 
Of course. 
 

BIT 
You are nice.  
 

URI 
That’s not really a questions. 
 

BIT 
This is fun! I want to give you such a thank for saving me. You are a good girl.  
 

URI 
Well thank you. It is nice to meet you. What is your name? 
 

BIT 
I am called Bit by my human frends. And I know your name. You are Uri the 
Storyhunter. 
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URI 
How do you know me? 
 

BIT 
I was sent to fetch you. 
 

URI 
You said you have friends. Are they nearby? Do you know where we are? 
 

BIT 
Yes. The river took us far from where you found me, but we are close to my frens now. 
Do you want to go for a walk? 
 

URI 
Yes, I think I can walk. 
 

BIT 
Okay Uri frend. I will show you the way. Plees come. Come on! Come on! 
 

DUKE 
True to his word, it was not long before Bit had lead them back to the road again, and 
once she got her bearings, Uri was relieved to find that at least they were headed back 
in the direction of her village. It was not long before Uri could hear voices, human 
voices, by the side of the road.  

 
Enter POP and PLAYERS 
The person playing POP should be 
dress like DUKE and there should be an 
awkward obviously DUKE is not cool 
with it, moment between them.) 

 
POP  

Okay everyone, everyone, okay, okay, everyone, hey, we’re going to start rehearsal 
tonight at the top of the play, now remember audiences really hate watching serious 
plays because they’re always super boring and go on for sooooo loooong.  So we need 
to give them grin in ten or they will be leaving at intermission and asking for their money 
back, and we — 
 

ALL (sing song / bored) 
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Just can't afford that.  
 

POP 
Yes, so, from the very beginning: Act One Scene One. Take it away whenever you are 
ready. 

 
DUKE 

Remarkably Bit had lead Uri to the same troupe of actors Bruce Toot has spoken of 
weeks ago. Though by the look of them, the players had seen better days: still, Uri she 
quite rightly believed that there is no nobler profession than a performer, no truer 
expression of the human condition than the theatre, no more worthy an aspiration than 
mastery of the stage, no more imperious a calling that to tread the boards and -- 
 

DIDO 
Ahem! 
 

DUKE 
Uri moved closer to watch as they began rehearsing an old comedic classic:  Roderigo 
and Jillian. A tale of two star-crossed children of pirate kings whose love affair would 
end in hilarious disaster.  
 

All Players talk with heavy pirate accents. 
 

PLAYER THALIA 
Two pirate families, both alike in pirate dignity on Pirate Island where we lay our pirate 
scene. 
  
 PLAYER AUGUST 
Yar! I been a pirate all me life and I never hated another pirate as much as I hate every 
member yer family. 
  
 PLAYER DUKE 
Yar! Yer whole family smells like feet! I’d sooner see yer whole crew walk the plank as 
listen to anything you have to say. 
  
 PLAYER AUGUST 
Well then I’ve got nothing to say to you either. And we don’t smell like feet. You do! 
  
 PLAYER DUKE 
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Well guess what, I’m having a huge parrrrty! It’s going to be super nice. All the best 
pirate bands will be playing, and everyone on Pirate Island is going to be there, plus the 
animal shelter is bringing all the coolest parrots and ferrets and putting them up for 
adoption. That’s right, it’s the First Annual Parrots, and Ferrets Private Pirate Pairing 
Party! but guess what: you and your whole family are officially: uninvited!  How 
embarrrrrrrrrassing!  
 

They draw on each other and exit doing 
glasgow 8’s. Enter R and J. They look 
each other up and down for a moment. 

  
 RODERIGO 
(“Hey”) Yar. 
  
 JILLIAN  
(“Hey yourself”) Yar. 
  
 RODERIGO 
Yar you a pirate? 
  
 JILLIAN 
Yeah. Yar you? 
  
 RODERIGO 
Yeah. What’s yar name? 
  

JILLIAN 
Jillian. 
  
 RODERIGO 
I’m Roderigo. 
  
 JILLIAN 
Wait, like Roderigo, the son of my dad’s sworn enemy? 
  
 RODERIGO 
Well, yar. 
  
 JILLIAN 
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That’s just great. 
  
 RODERIGO 
(beat) You’re just great. 
  
 JILLIAN 
How could I resist yer sweet poetry! 
  
 They embrace. 
 
 RODERIGO 
Let’s get marrrrrried! 
 
 

JILLIAN 
Oh yar! 
 

They make out hard. 
 
 POP 
All right, let’s stop there. Let’s… Guys. Let’s, let’s take it back from the top and this time 
--  
 

URI 
Hello friends. My name is -- 
 

POP (pointing startled) 
Audience! Audience! An Audience is here! House is open people, the house is open! 
 

PLAYERS (in chaos) 
Oh my gosh how’s my hair!  
Five minutes to places!  
Thank you five! 
Wardrobe!  
Makeup! 
Black bugs blood. Unique New York. 
 

URI 
I’m sorry I don’t mean to startle you.  
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POP 

Not at all miss! Not at all! You can never startle a group of actors! We are professionals 
after all. And professional actors are always prepared! 
 

PLAYERS (to POP) 
Where are my shoes? 
What are my lines? 
What play are we doing? 
I’m gonna throw up! 
Where am I?!!!! 
I'm just threw up! 
 
 

POP 
My name is Pop, I am the producer, director, choreographer, manager, playwright, vocal 
coach, marketing department, founder, chairman of the board, and president of the 
fanclub for the Vagabond Players. Please do not let our somewhat disheveled 
appearance fool you! In our day we were the honored guests of dukes and kings, the 
preferred troupe of all the great playhouses in the world. And though, alas, our fame is 
somewhat faded, and our name somewhat less well known, still we are thespians of the 
highest order. And you, you, dear sweet lovely lady, you are the most beautiful thing in 
the whole world.  

 
URI 

And what is that? 
 

POP 
An audience of course! Without an audience an actor’s trade would not exist.  Painters 
can paint alone in their studios. Writers can write in their solitude or at expensive coffee 
shops. But actors; an actor without an audience, why its just night after night of 
rehearsal.  

 
URI 

I never thought of it that way. 
 

POP 
Would you be so kind as to grace us with your presence for this evening’s 
performance? 
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URI 

Of course.  
 

POP 
Excellent! Most excellent! (beat) Fifteen dollars please. 
 

URI 
Oh, of course. 
 

URI  produces the money. 
 

POP 
So sorry about that part, but actors have a tiresome habit of needing to eat. 
 

URI 
Not at all. What play are you performing this evening? 
 

POP 
For tonight’s play we are actually taking suggestions from the audience. 
 

URI 
Oh, well in that case -- 
 

PLAYER SOLON (to the audience) 
We need a suggestion from the audience!  
 

PLAYER THALIA 
Has anyone got a play they would like to see? Anyone? Just any suggestion.  

(beat) 
 

It's fine to take a couple actual suggestions and 
even coMment on them. Then URI looks 
around confused and then raises her hand. 

 
POP 

Yes, ma’am, down front. Have you got a suggestion? 
 

URI 
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Do you know any plays about where stories come from? 
 

Everyone on stage freezes their activity 
 

POP (suddenly dead serious) 
Oh, oh my, forgive me. I did not realize we were in the presence of the Storyhunter. 
 

URI 
Yes, but how do you know who I am? 
 

POP 
Word travels fast on the road. We heard there was a woman searching for the origin of 
all stories. A highborn quest, no doubt.  
 

URI 
I see. Do you know any such stories? 
 

POP 
Stories madam, are a Player’s stock and trade. Yes, I think there is one play in 
particular that will interest you. (to the players) So, tonight, we will stage: The Myth of 
the Fable Tree. 
 

The players quickly ready themselves 
by arranging themselves into a group 
like a greek chorus. 

 
POP 

This is the oldest such story any of us have ever heard: Once, so many years ago that 
the sky itself has lost count of them, all the people of the world lived in a single small 
village. This was a long time ago, remember, so there were not very many people 
around. While the people of this tiny village were very happy, their Ancestors who 
watched over them from the Invisible World had begun to grow concerned. 
 

ANCESTOR DUKE 
How are they doing down there today? 
 

ANCESTOR THALIA 
Happy as always.  
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ANCESTOR SOLON 
My great great great great granddaughter just got elected to the town council. 
 

ANCESTOR MELANI 
Congratulations! 
 

ANCESTOR SOLON 
Thank you! 
 

ANCESTOR AUGUST 
My great great great grandson just invented a game he calls “fooootball”.  
 

ANCESTOR DIDO 
You must be very proud. 
 

ANCESTOR AUGUST 
I am. But I’m worried. 
 

ANCESTOR MELANI 
Why? Is his team no good? 
 

ANCESTOR AUGUST 
No it not that. This is year zero for those young individuals. They just have to execute 
the game plan. I’m worried about our descendants all still living in the same small place. 
 

ANCESTOR AUGUST 
You’re right. What if something terrible happens? Like a flood, or an earthquake. 
 

ANCESTOR THALIA 
Weren’t you killed by a tornado yourself? 
 

ANCESTOR DIDO 
Actually I just got super dizzy on a tire swing, fell over and hit my head. But, he’s still 
right though. What if something happened that was worse than a tornado? What if a 
disaster destroyed the entire village? Who would be left to rebuild the world? 
 

ANCESTOR DUKE 
He has a point. 
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ANCESTOR SOLON 
Maybe we could convince the Immortal Ones to help us. 
 

ANCESTOR MELANI 
I thought the Immortal Ones didn’t trouble themselves with the human world. 
 

ANCESTOR THALIA 
If we convince them that the danger is great enough they might be swayed. 
 

ANCESTOR DIDO 
It’s worth a try. 
 

Stark  lighting change accompanied by 
a deep resonant burst like a low horn 
blast. A light from above that the Chorus 
of Ancestors addresses.  

 
ANCESTORS (ALL) 

Immortal Ones. We are the Ancestors of the living. We are ones who have lived and 
died upon the good earth, and now tread the air of the Invisible world.  
 

ANCESTOR DUKE 
In life we were grandparents and parents, sisters and brothers.  
 

ANCESTOR MELANI 
Now in death we watch over the million happenings of the mortal world.  

 
CHORUS DIDO 

We watch our children grow and raise children of their own, and this gives us great joy. 
But we have a fear that grows with each passing generation.  
 

CHORUS AUGUST 
Now we have come to the Mountain of the Immortals, to request your help. 
 

A God sound. Maybe a deep chord 
maybe thunder maybe tibetan chant 
esque. 

 
CHORUS 2 
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What if some calamity befalls our village? 
 

CHORUS 1 
What if a flood comes? 
 

CHORUS 2 
Or a fire. 
 

CHORUS 3 
Or famine. 
 

CHORUS 4 
All of humankind would be lost. 
 

CHORUS All 
Lost! Lost! All lost!  
 

CHORUS 1 
Alas, though we visit them in dreams,  
 

CHORUS 2 
And speak to them on the wind,  
 

CHORUS 3 
Telling them that some must move away, 
 

CHORUS 
And start a new life, 
 

CHORUS 3 
Their home has been made too perfect,  
 

CHORUS 4 
And they will not leave.  
 

CHORUS 3 
Who would leave a happy life, a happy home, for the great unknown?  
 

CHORUS (ALL) 
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Immortal Ones! 
 

CHORUS 5 
Answer our plea: 
 

CHORUS 1 
Divide our children, 
 

CHORUS 2 
Separate some from others, 
 

CHORUS 3 
So that, when disaster comes to one place, some will be spared. 
 

CHORUS 4 
Some will be nearby to offer aid. 
 

CHORUS 5 
Some to bring shelter and comfort. 
 

CHORUS 6 
Neighbors and friends to call upon in the darkness. 
 

CHORUS (ALL) 
Immortal Ones!  
 

CHORUS 1 
Will you help us? (A supplicant / pleading gesture) 
 

The god sound. The god light goes out. 
 

POP 
The Immortals agreed to drive the humans apart, and though it grieved the Ancestors to 
bring strife down upon their progeny, they knew it was for the best.  
 

THALIA / GALE 
The first of the Immortal Ones to make an attempt was Gale, Goddess of the Wind. 
Being of the wind, and little concerned with humans, Gale believed that with nothing 
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more than a little push toward some fruitful valleys the mortals would begin building new 
homes there.  
 

(Some shadow puppetry here orr some 
gag kites that look filled with wind..) 
 

But a gentle breeze only encouraged a sharp increase in kite flying in the village. So, 
she cranked things up a bit. A few of the villagers were blown several miles away 
(villagers pratt running against the wind maybe generated by little hand fans or maybe 
just Gale blowing really hard in their faces they get  blown off SR), but then someone 
came up with a clever and fashionable solution (villagers return from offstage  wearing 
windbreakers and are able to struggle against the wind this time) and those who had 
been separated returned to their families and sparked the first fashion trend in history. 
 

DUKE 
They’re Making. It. Work!  
 

AUGUST / GIMMY 
Next was Gimmy, the God of Greed. (Gimmy should enter completely overloaded with 
stuff and be constantly trying to take things from people. I’m thinking here of a pile of 
stuff that’s huge and that we’d have to actually glue together it’s so big.) As the Lord of 
Material Desire, Gimmy thought he would convince some of the villagers to grow 
jealous and leave to seek out power and places of their own. (Gimmy may employ a 
literal stick with a carrot attached to it to lead people away. Or he may search himself for 
different enticing items and wave them in front of villagers who follow him.) But the plan 
backfired because Will, the God of Fortitude and Determination, was busy somewhere 
else that day, and Gimmy had no power over mortals’ work ethic. So rather than 
building a new town of their own, the people simply fell to fighting amongst themselves. 
(Villagers slap-fighting over like an i-phone or something.) In order to put things right 
and keep everyone from constantly stealing each others things, Gimmy wound up 
having to invent a thing called “money” so that people would be satisfied trading 
worthless bits of metal and paper back and forth. (Perhaps Gimmy makes it rain and the 
villagers scramble for it.) 
  

DIDO (I’m unhappy with this and need a better God.) 
Next up was Gobb, God of Obfuscation (no clear idea what this god looks like this 
probably should be a shadow puppet like a cloud.) Gobb delighted in making human 
lives more difficult than they had to be.  He cast a dense fog in the hope that some 
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villagers would not be able to find their way back home. But, after a few bruised noses 
and stubbed toes, the villagers quickly found a solution to this problem too.  

 
VILLAGER 1 

Marco. 
 

VILLAGER 2 
Polo. 
 

VILLAGER 3 
Turns on a flashlight. 
 

POP 
One by one, every Immortal tried their hand, but no matter what powers they used, the 
villagers eventually returned to home again. Worse still, every new hardship the 
Immortals imposed seemed to drive the people closer and closer together. Then one 
day, Ruse, the Lord of Trickery, appeared before the other Immortals.  
 

(Enter Ruse who is a little scary 
looking. Could be a puppet)  She 
stands before the god light.) 

 
RUSE  

My Immortal siblings: Each of you has tried and failed to keep your promise to the 
Ancestors. I come to you now and offer my services, though I know most of you despise 
me. I have the perfect plan to drive the mortals apart. But, I must warn you, it may work 
all too well.  
 

(The god sound for a longer moment.) 
 

RUSE 
Then we are agreed. I shall visit them tonight. Watch closely. By sunset tomorrow it will 
be done. 

 
POP 

So, in the middle of the night, Ruse crept to the center of the village. There she planted 
a magical tree, which, by the next morning had grown to its full height. The Lady of 
Deception was a master of disguises and so transformed herself into a serpent, before 
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coiling around the base of the tree. When dawn broke, the villagers all gathered around 
in wonder. 
 

Enter VILLAGERS 
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
Look at this! 
 

VILLAGER THALIA 
Whoa! 
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
Excuse us, brother snake, but can you tell us how this tree got here? 
 

RUSE 
Yessssss. I can. 
 

VILLAGER SOLON  
We know the Immortal Ones have lately taken a great interest in the human world. Can 
you tell us if this tree comes from them?  
 

RUSE 
Yessssss. It does. 
 

VILLAGER THALIA 
It’s like no tree I know of. Look how many different kinds fruits there are. I’ve never seen 
so many shapes and colors.  
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
They look delicious.  
 

VILLAGER THALIA 
Are they safe to eat? 
 

RUSE 
Yesssssss.  
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
Well, I’m curious. 
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VILLAGER THALIA 

Me too. 
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
(to Ruse) 

Will you climb up and pick a fruit for us, sister snake? 
 

RUSE 
Of courssssse. 
 

(Ruse slithers up the tree and gets a 
fruit in his mouth then gives it to the 
villager who takes a bite and passes it 
around.) 

 
VILLAGER SOLON 

It’s delicious! 
 

POP 
So, the whole town gathered around the base of the tree to eat.  
 

(Enter all Villagers in shadow 
puppet and in life) 

 
For the rest of the day, Ruse brought down a steady stream of fruits in all shapes and 
sizes, colors and flavors, until every branch was picked clean. Then from her place at 
the base of the tree, the Trickster watched as the fruits’ magical effects began to show 
themselves. 
 

VILLAGER DUKE 
Therrrrrrrre was once a little girl.... who lived in the woods with her father and wicked 
stepmother. 
 

VILLAGER MELANI 
What’s this? 
 

VILLAGER DUKE 
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I’m not sure... The family was very poor and the wicked stepmother convinced the little 
girl’s father that he should lead her into the forest and leave her there. 
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
Sister Snake. Do you know what’s happening? 
 

RUSE 
Yessssss. It’ssssss a ssssssttory. Jusssst lisssssssten. 
 

VILLAGER DUKE 
So the next day the father took the little girl deep into the woods. But before leaving her 
behind  he gave her a red cloak and hood so - 
 

VILLAGER THALIA 
That’s not right. He gave her a hatchet. 
 

VILLAGER AUGUST 
What are you talking about? Her father didn’t give her anything. She left a trail of 
breadcrumbs. 
 

VILLAGER MELANI 
What about her brother? 
 

VILLAGER AUGUST 
There’s no brother. 
 

VILLAGER MELANI 
No brother? Of course there is. But it’s not breadcrumbs its magic beans. 
 

VILLAGER DUKE 
This is my story. I’d know if there was a brother or breadcrumbs. 
 

VILLAGER THALIA 
Yeah! And who ever heard of magic beans? Besides she doesn’t need a brother, she 
can turn into a big bad wolf. 
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
No. Wrong. It’s a bear.  She can talk to bears. 
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VILLAGER DUKE 
Oh talking bears, who ever heard of that. 
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
We’ve been talking to a snake all day. 
 

VILLAGER DUKE 
That’s beside the point. 
 

VILLAGER THALIA 
They all live in a gingerbread house too. 
 

VILLAGER AUGUST 
No. They live in a castle in the sky, but they aren’t the girl’s friends. They’re trying to eat 
her. 
 

VILLAGER MELANI 
What kind of story is this? 
 

VILLAGER AUGUST 
A good one.  
 

VILLAGER DUKE 
Well you’re telling it all wrong. 
 

VILLAGER AUGUST 
Says who? 
 

VILLAGER THALIA 
I’ve got one. In the beginning there was only the Cosmic Ocean which existed out of 
time and space. In this ocean there was nothing at all except the Great Whale who 
carried the world on her back. One day - 
 

VILLAGER MELANI 
That’s ridiculous. In the beginning there were the Little Folk Under the Earth who built 
the mountains and pushed the trees up from the ground. One day - 
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
In the beginning there was the great Goddess and she carried the world in her womb - 
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VILLAGER DUKE 

In the beginning - 
 
VILLAGER THALIA 

Sister Snake what is happening?  
 

RUSE 
You have eaten the fruit of the Fable Tree. The fruit has filled each of you with ssstories. 
Some are fantastical, others practical, some simple fictions and othersss that carry the 
deep truths.  
 

VILLAGER THALIA 
But why can’t we agree on them? 
 

RUSE 
Each piece of fruit wasss filled with many different stories. Some you kept to yourselves 
and some you shared with others. The stories you shared will bind you together. 
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
But what about the fruits we didn’t share? 
 

RUSE 
You mortals must be ssseparated from one another so that you will have neighbors to 
call upon in in times of darknesssss. Stories are powerful things. Some stories are so 
powerful and so different from one another that you will never be able to agree on them, 
and thesssse will drive you apart.  
 

VILLAGER MELANI 
You mean we will always be fighting like this?  
 

RUSE 
No. The bond of human kindness is stronger than any stories you can tell. Not even the 
magic of the Immortals can completely sever it. In times of your greatest need, it will not 
matter what stories you believe, only that you are human beingsss, and this will always 
bind you together. 
 

POP 
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Sadly, it was true. Though the villagers were distraught, though they struggled through 
the night to agree with one another as they always had, the quiet gathering eventually 
erupted into an all out argument. By dawn of the next day, some villagers were so angry 
that they decided to make camp outside the gates of the village.  
 

SOLON 
But even that was not the end of it. 
 

MELANI 
Just as Ruse had predicted, soon, differences appeared even in the stories of those 
who had once agreed, and it was not long before still other mortals had split off. 
 

(Perhaps shadow puppet of different 
towns popping up.) 
 

THALIA 
And then those who split, split again. And then again. With every passing season the 
people moved farther and farther away from their original home, and as they moved the 
stories they told grew more and more different.  
 

POP 
From their place in the Invisible World the Ancestors looked down on all of this with a 
mixture of sadness and relief. 
 

CHORUS 1 
We are filled with bitter gladness.  
 

CHORUS 2 
Our children have now become neighbors. 
 

CHORUS 3 
Never again will calamity threaten all mortal life.  
 

CHORUS 4 
Yet it grieves us to know that someday they will come to think of each other not even as 
neighbors, but only as strangers.  
 

CHORUS 5 
Still it is for the best.  
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CHORUS 1 

And still we will whisper to them on the wind,  
 

CHORUS 2 
and tell them in their dreams,  
 

CHORUS 2 
That humanity is like a tree,  
 

CHORUS 4 
That though their differences may be like a thousand branches covering the earth,  
 

CHORUS 5 
Their history can be traced back and back,  
 

CHORUS 6 
To a single great trunk,  
 

CHORUS 1 
To a single place,  
 

CHORUS 2 
A single village 
 

CHORUS 2 
Where all their stories once began. 

 
Players and Pop bow. 

 
POP 

What do you think of our story? 
 

URI 
Oh, it is wonderful! You have no idea how much this means. Thank you!  
 

POP  
You are very welcome. Now, I’m sure you have many miles to travel yet, but you must 
stay the night with us Storyhunter. Let me ask… (AUGUST making sure DUKE can 
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hear) Do you like curtain speeches? I have a couple of really great ones I could do for 
you. 
 

URI (DIDO in on the joke) 
No thank you. That sounds incredibly boring and quite pointless. 
 

POP 
Of course you are right! But in any case you should stay the night. In the morning you 
can get a fresh start. You will be no use to your village if you don’t make it back safely.  
 

URI 
Perhaps you are right. I am very tired.  
 

POP 
We will have a bedroll laid out for you, and as much food as you care to eat. Now come! 
Some music! 

 
SOLON grabs the guitar and begins 
another off key song and is quickly 
stopped.  

 
DIDO removes the sash and gives it to 
THALIA who becomes URI during this 
next line. 

 
THALIA  

(aside) (laying down) After a big delicious meal and a night of friendly entertainment, the 
Storyhunter laid down to sleep, happier than she had been in weeks, confident that in 
the morning she could begin the journey back to her village, and that at least one of the 
stories she had learned would inspire Lascau to lift the curse. (sleeps) 
 

Enter BIT. 
 

BIT 
(trying to wake her quietly) Um. Uri? Uri? Hey um. Frend? Will you, um wake up please. 
(whisper) Umm. Bork. Um. Bork. Wake up frend. Hullo? 
.  

URI wakes 
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URI 
Yes Bit, hey buddy, what do you need? I don’t have any treats. 
 

BIT 
No, no treats but thanks Uri fren. I have to walk you again. 
 

URI 
Oh, you mean you need to go for a walk. 
 

BIT 
No. Not me. You. I need to walk you. To a place. To see a thing, another fren. The fren 
that sent me to fetch you. 
 

URI 
Oh, I thought the players sent you. 
 

BIT 
No. Um they are frens but they did not send me to fetch you. Come. Come. It has such 
import. Come. Come on. Come on. 
 

URI 
Curious as ever, Uri followed Bit through the woods. They had not gone very far when 
they came to a clearing where someone had prepared a small campfire. 
 

BIT 
(sniffing) Okay, other frend is coming. I have to go. Stay here. Stay. Stay.  
 

Exit BIT. 
 

URI 
Wait, who am I meeting? Who is your friend? Bit? Hello?  
 

Ominous fire light. 
 

Enter FLYNDAIS a wood fairy with 
imposing fiery wings and eyebrows. 
Perhaps a fiery red cape like the magic 
flute?) 
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FLYNDAIS 
Hello Uri Storyhunter.  
 

URI 
Hello. Who are you? 
 

FLYNDAIS 
I am called many things, by many people, people who tell me you are hunting stories for 
Lascau the Duskwalker. 
 

URI 
I am, that is true. 
 

FLYNDAIS 
My name is Flyndias Childe of the Elemental Flame.  
 

URI 
I’m honored to meet you. Why have you summoned me here? 
 

FLYNDIAS 
Why else Uri? I have a story for you. But, stories are powerful things, some are actually 
quite dangerous. Tell me Storyhunter, do you know any good dangerous stories? 
 

URI 
I don't believe so.  
 

FLYNDAIS 
Interesting. Perhaps that is because you are not brave enough to learn them. 
 

URI 
Ask the bandits who attacked me, or ask little Bit how I saved him in the river. They’ll tell 
you I'm no coward. 
 

FLYNDAIS 
Really? Prove it! Would you dare to spar with me for the knowledge you seek? You may 
choose any weapon you like, mystical or material.  
 

URI 
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I'm no coward, but I'm also no fool. I'm not fighting a child of the elemental flame. If you 
must test me to prove my resolve, then you’ll have to choose another trial.  
 

FLYNDAIS 
Patience and prudence are good neighbors with courage and cunning. Very good. Let 
us see if you are also wise. Tell me this: Stories have the power to change fate, to 
beguile, to bring souls together or drive them apart. Some stories are of heros on great 
quests, some are of poor beggars, others take place in distant lands and some are tales 
of those we have known in life. But no matter how long or short, how old or new, what 
three things do all stories have? 
 

URI 
Three things.  (beat Uri thinking) That’s easy. Every story has a beginning, a middle, 
and an end. 
 

FLYNDIAS 
Indeed! Very good. As I hoped, you pass both of my tests. Come close Storyhunter. The 
story I have to tell you is not long, but it is the most ancient one I know. And when I am 
finished your own journey will be nearly at its end. As a Childe of the Elemental Flame I 
have many sisters. Some of my sister-flames consume, some  give warmth, some are 
flames of the forge, and some are torchlight. Do you know what flame I happen to be? 
 

URI 
I do not. Perhaps campfires? 

 
FLYNDAS 

No, my sister Jennifyre is actually the of the flame of campfires. We don’t talk much. No, 
I am the flame of the Storyteller’s fire. 
 

URI 
I had no idea such a flame existed.  
 

FLYNDAS 
Indeed. I am perhaps not as well known as some of my sisters, but I am one of the 
children my mother bore. You should know this too: human stories do not come from 
anything as mystical as elementals, or gods, or fairies: Once upon a time, before there 
were any cities, or villages, before farms or houses or even huts, there were three 
brothers who lived all alone deep in the the heart of the Primeval Forest, a place so vast 
and deep that no one today can even imagine it.  
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Enter BROTHERS DUKE, 

AUGUST, SOLON. 
 
One evening, the brothers gathered together for dinner as usual.  
 

DUKE 
What’s for dinner brothers? 
 

SOLON 
Hot water with little bits of stuff in it. 
 

AUGUST 
It’s called soup. 
 

SOLON 
No, you call it soup. I called it stuff-water. 
 

DUKE 
Whatever you call it, let’s just eat it. 
 

FLYNDAS  
Suddenly, they heard a strange sound in the forest.  
 
 

AUGUST 
What’s that? 
 

SOLON 
What? 
 

AUGUSTS 
That’s strange sound in the forrest. 
 

FLYNDAS 
Then, to everyone’s shock a woman stepped out of the woods.  
 

ENTER DIDO. 
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AUGUST 
Uh… Guys? 
 

DUKE 
Oh! Jeeze! 
 

SOLON 
What is it?  
 

DUKE 
Some sort of tiny hairless bear! 
 

AUGUST 
Some kind of giant pretty monkey!  
 

DUKE 
Get on out of here pretty monkey! 
 

FLYNDAS 
This was the first time any of the brothers had seen anyone other than one another. In 
fact, until that moment, they had assumed they were the only people in the world. After 
some time they gave up trying to chase her off and their curiosity took over.  
 

DUKE  
Who are you? 
 

DIDO 
Ahnaet. Tooda? 
 

AUGUST  
Where did you come from? 
 

DIDO 
Plethdraga. Keedota? 
 

SOLON 
Why are you here? 
 

DIDO 
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Blet. Blet. 
 

FLYNDASS 
It was no use. The woman and the brothers did not speak the same language. And 
though they pointed at things and made human words to each other, by the time the sun 
had set and the woman had fallen asleep, the brothers were no closer to answering 
their questions.  
 

DUKE 
I don’t like it.  Why don’t her words make any sense? How can we trust her if we can’t 
understand her? I’m telling you she might be dangerous! 
 

SOLON 
She seems harmless enough to me. 
 

AUGUST 
You two are missing the big picture. Don’t you see? This means there must be other 
people out there somewhere in the forest! 
 

FLYNDAS 
They decided to try speaking with the woman again in the morning. But when dawn 
broke, she had disappeared. The only sign that she had ever been there was a set of 
footprints leading into the forest in the opposite direction of the way she had come. Two 
of the brothers were glad to have things back to normal and tried their best to put the 
woman out of their minds. But one of them could not forget her. 
 

AUGUST stands looking off in her 
direction.  
 
This brother could not let go of his questions about the woman, and continued to 
wonder where she had come from and where she had gone. For many nights after he 
would sit by the fire and imagine her. This, Storyhunter is the first thing I remember: a 
pair of eyes peering into my flames, searching for a distant nearly formless thing, lips 
barely moving, asking questions over and over again... 
 

AUGUST 
Who was she? Where was she from? What did she want? 
 

Exit AUGUST 
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FLYNDAS 

One morning, the two brothers awoke to find that their third brother had disappeared. 
Though they searched all day, the only trace of him they ever found were his fresh 
footprints leading away from the campfire and following the woman’s into the jungle. It 
was the first time that any of them had ever left the others, and though they had been 
able to put the woman out of their minds easily enough, the memory of their beloved 
brother was not so easily discarded. His absence filled them with sadness and new 
questions that they tried answering by the light of my young flame.  
 

DUKE 
Did he go in search of her? 
 

SOLON 
Did he love her? 
 

DUKE 
What is love? 
 

DUKE 
Did she enchant him? 
 

SOLON 
Did he find her? 
 

DUKE 
What happened to them in the forest?  
 

SOLON 
What other things might be in the forest? 
 

FLYNDAS 
In time, they made up answers to these questions, and would repeat those answers to 
one another when they missed their brother. Over the years the details changed as 
many times as the sky has colors, but almost always the story ended like this,  
 

SOLON  
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“And so our brother set off into the deep forest in search of the strange woman. He 
searched for a long time, and saw many things that he could have never imagined, he 
encountered many difficulties and learned many things.  

 
DUKE 

Yes. Sometimes he came across other families that were like ourselves but also 
different, and there he would build a fire and ask the people if a woman had ever 
passed through.  

 
SOLON 

But because he could not speak their language, he always moved on before sunrise, 
leaving footprints into the forest in the opposite direction of the way he had come.  
 

DUKE 
And sometimes, a member of the family he had visited would go missing a few days 
later, and their  footprints too would be found leading into the forest in the same 
direction as our brother’s.  
 

SOLON 
Then the family would gather to ask each other questions over the fire. They would say, 
“Who was the man?”, or “Why did our family member go after him?”  
 

DUKE 
And from then on, they would do as we have done, and imagine where their brothers or 
sisters had gone, and imagine their life as we have imagined our brother’s.  Humans 
drawn to leaving by another one arrivin. 
 

FLYNDAS 
And that Uri of the Sash is the story of the first story. 
 

URI 
It’s wonderful! Thank you so much Flyndas.  
 

FLYNDAS  
I am glad you enjoyed it. And if that doesn’t inspire the Duskwalker or the Startist or 
whatever he’s going by these days, I don’t know what will.  
 

BIT barks from offstage. 
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Ah, excellent.  Bit is ready for you. I have told him to sniff you out a shortcut that will 
take you back to your village before the new moon, but you must hurry. The journey will 
be harder than taking the road, and even if you only stop to eat and sleep it will be a 
close thing. Time is not on your side Storyhunter. You should be on your way. A final 
word of warning, beware Lascau. I have known of him for a long time, and in all those 
aeons he has only ever cared about one thing.  
 

URI 
His painting? 
 

FLYNDAS 
No Storyhunter: his pride. Beware him.  
 

URI 
I will.  
 

FLYNDAS 
Now go. Hurry. Your village needs you.  

 
Exit FLYNDAS. 

 
DUKE 

And so, at last, Uri of the Sash began the long journey back to her village. With Bit to 
guide her she no longer need to stay on the road, and the two of them hiked over hills 
and through thick forests. The trek was not easy, and all the while, from sunup to 
sundown Uri rehearsed the stories she had learned.  
 

URI 
Once there was a were two twins who came across a strange box. Once there was a 
single village where everyone in the world lived. Once there was a there were three 
brothers living all long in a deep forest. 
 

SOLON 
Finally, on the last morning before the new moon, as they came over the top of a hill, 
Uri suddenly began to recognize the landscape. 
 

URI 
We’re here! We made it! Thank you Bit! I don’t know how to ever thank you for all your 
help! 
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BIT 

I should thank you Uri Storyhunter, for doing me a huge save and for being such a good 
frend. I will always remember you. 
 

URI 
And I you. You are good boy. If you are ever around this way again please come and 
visit.  
 

BIT 
Yus. I will. I promise. But you have to go fast now to bring the thing that you have 
fetched. It is such import. Go on Uri. Go on now. Go on. Goodbye. 
 

URI 
Goodbye Bit. 
 

Exit BIT. 
 

DUKE 
Without delay Uri made her way to the Cave of Stars where Lascau was waiting 
impatiently for her.  
 

Enter LASCAU 
 

LASCAU 
Well well well. I see you managed to make it back just in time Uri of the Sash. I was 
beginning to have my doubts, but here you are! Have you returned with a story that will 
inspire me? After all, the heavens await! 
 

URI 
I have. In fact, not just one but many stories.  
 

LASCAU 
Excellent! I am eager to begin and, time - as they say - is short.  
 

URI 
I know, but first you must promise me again that once you hear them all you will lift the 
curse.  
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LASCAU 
Yes yes of course. If I’m inspired - which remains to be seen - I’ll lift curse on your little 
village, then in the last precious few moments of my existence I'll use my nearly godlike 
powers to alter the reshape of the heavens for all eternity. 
 

URI 
Good. Let’s begin.  
 

DUKE (story images on the screen) 
So, Uri took a deep breath, and one by one told Lascau all of the stories she had 
learned in her travels. The hours rolled by until at last finished the final story. Then she 
waited in silence for Lascau to speak. 
 
(pause) 
 

LASCAU 
… A-ma-zing! Amazing! Absolutely amazing! I have lived untold centuries and you, Uri 
of the Sash, in less than a month have learned not one, but dozens of stories that I have 
never heard before.  
 

URI 
So you are officially inspired then? 
 

LASCAU 
Inspired? I am overwhelmed! The only question now is what I will paint?  
 

LASCAU’s attention becomes 
completely focused on the 
ceiling. 

 
URI 

I care less about the heavens and more about my village. I brought you your stories: 
Now lift the curse before you begin your work.  
 

LASCAU 
(Already distracted, considering his canvas) What? Oh, yes. um… There. Okay I’m 
pretty sure the curse is lifted.  
 

URI 
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What? That’s it? 
 

LASCAU 
I suppose so, yes. Now please leave me be. I have a sky to paint. 
 

URI 
Isn’t there supposed to be like a flash of light or something?  
 

LASCAU 
I guess not. 
 

URI 
Then how will I know you’ve kept up your end of the agreement? 
 

LASCAU 
I don’t really know. I suppose you’ll have to go see for yourself.  Perhaps you could go 
now. I have work to do. 
 

URI 
What if the curse isn’t lifted? What then?  
 

LASCAU 
I don’t know. I’m sure you’ll figure something out. Now please leave, I need to 
concentrate.  
 

URI 
By the time I reach the village there won’t be time to try anything else!  
 

LASCAU (intimidating) 
Have you not heard me mortal!? Leave the Cave of Stars, now Uri of the Sash, or you 
may never leave at all! I do not have time to worry about these trivial things! Can’t you 
see I have work to do? My time is short and the heavens are eternal! And if you do not 
quit your incessant prattling I will be forced to come up with some other way to keep you 
quiet. 

 
DUKE 

Though Uri seethed with indignance, she knew she could never hope to force the Dusk 
Walker to do anything he didn’t want to.  
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Exit LASCAU 
 
So, with a last rueful look, she made her way out of the cave and down to the village 
where her heart began to sink with the setting sun. Even reaching the village, she could 
hear the unmistakable sound of sobbing children.  
 

Sound off children sobbing. 
 

VILLAGER MELANI 
Uri of the Sash you’ve finally returned! We all thought you were dead! Have you found a 
cure? 
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
Please say yes, I can’t take it anymore. 
 

VILLAGER DIDO 
Please Miss Uri there must be something you can do! 
 

URI 
I… I don’t know. I thought I'd found… The Dusk Walker said he'd been inspired. He 
promised that the curse would be lifted. I told him every story that I had learned. I don’t 
understand. 
 

VILLAGER AUGUST 
The Dusk Walker is real then? 
 

URI 
Yes. He’s real. 
 

VILLAGER MELANI 
And you faced him all alone? 
 

URI 
Yes. 
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
What happened? 
 

URI 
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He sent me on a quest to bring back an inspiration for his final painting of the night sky. 
That is where I have been. He said that stories were powerful things, that they could 
sometimes change the world.  

 
VILLAGER AUGUST 

Where did you go? 
 

URI 
First I went to the library in the Capital City but the librarians couldn't help me. Then as I 
was leaving I was attacked by… Wait! That’s it! Bring all the children to me quickly! 
 

DUKE 
The villagers hurried to do as Uri instructed and soon the center of town was awash with 
weeping children. Uri the Storyhunter gazed out over the assembled crowd, took a deep 
breath, and began: 
 

URI 
Good evening friends. Imagine these things as I say them to you, now. Imagine: a quiet 
and peaceful village resting deep in the forested hills. The people of this village were not 
rich in land or gold, but there among the tall trees, by the shore of a gentle river, in the 
belly of the green mountain, they had built a happy and quiet sort of life that one often 
hears about in stories, but which is very rare in find the real world. Imagine a bright and 
curious woman, living on the outskirts of the village. This woman who, let us say, always 
wore a colorful scarf. Let us say this woman’s name was Uri. 
 

All of the crying fades out over 
the course of this next section. 

 
DIDO 

Uri, told the story of how she had been summoned by the villagers, how she’d gone into 
the cave and met the Dusk Walker,  
 

AUGUST 
about her adventures in the library and how she had become the Storyhunter,  

 
SOLON 

about the bandits and Bruce Toot,  
 

MELANI  
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of rescuing Bit in the river,  
 

DUKE 
meeting the players, and the blessing of campfire,  
 

AUGUST  
and of Lascau’s final selfish betrayal.  
 

URI 
...And when Uri returned to the village and realized that all of her toil had been for 
nothing, that the curse had not been lifted, she could think of only one thing to do. She 
told the villagers to gather their children in the center of town. And as the sky darkened 
in the east and stars began to show their bright faces in the west she told them the very 
last story that she knew: her own story, the story of the Storyhunter. When it was 
finished, every child in the village was sleeping soundly as a stone, no crying, no 
wailing, not even a sniffle. Uri the Storyhunter promised that the curse would never have 
power over the village again, because if ever a child began to cry in the night, their 
parents could simply tell this story, and before the final words were spoken, the child 
would be slumbering peacefully.  
 

VILLAGER MELANI 
Miss Uri you’ve done it!  
 

VILLAGER AUGUST 
Bless you Uri of the Sash! Pardon me,  Uri Storyhunter. 
 

VILLAGER DIDO 
I’ve never heard anything like that before. 
 

VILLAGER MELANI 
Me either! A story that puts children to sleep?  How did you do it? 
 

URI 
It’s the first story of it’s kind, a story to comfort children in the night. I think I'll call it a 
bedtime story. 
 

VILLAGER AUGUST 
Amazing! You must teach it to me! 
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VILLAGER DUKE 
And me! 
 

VILLAGER DIDO 
And even us who don’t have kids. 
 

VILLAGER SOLON 
What do you need it for? 
 

VILLAGER DIDO  
I want to see if it works on husbands too. 
 

VILLAGER AUGUST 
Look there! (pointing at the sky) 
 

(big projected reveal of a starscape.) 
 

VILLAGER MELANI 
Oh! Where did all those new stars come from? 
 

VILLAGER DUKE 
My goodness there must be millions of them! 
 

VILLAGER DIDO 
There’s so many it looks like a cloud. 
 

URI 
(in wonder) Lascau... 

 
VILLAGER DUKE 

I think it looks like a road. 
 

VILLAGER AUGUST 
Or a river maybe? 
 

VILLAGER MELANI 
No. Its not a cloud, or a river, or a road. It’s a Sash. 
 

VILLAGER DIDO 
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Oh yes! I see it now! A great white sash full of stones wrapped around the sky.  It looks 
a lot like your sash wouldn’t you say miss Uri. 
 

URI 
Yes. I would say it certainly does. 
 

DUKE (aside) 
Do you recognise it? In his last moments, Lascau had painted the Storyhunter’s own 
flowing sash across the heavens.  
 

SOLON 
No one knows why for sure. Maybe he wanted to remind the world that each of us is a 
storyteller, that we all travel a road in search of answers,  
 

MELANI 
That we must listen well, and that the most important stories we can ever tell come from 
our own lives.  
 

AUGUST 
Uri’s sash can be seen to this day all over the world: some call it  the Silver River, some 
the Winter Road, but most of us know it as the Milky Way.  
 

DIDO 
After a little while the villagers picked up their sleeping children and took them home. 
The whole town slept more soundly than they ever had, and before long things in the 
village returned to normal.  
 

SOLON 
In fact, before she knew it, the villagers were acting almost as if the curse and all of 
Uri’s great adventures had been nothing but a strange dream.  
 

MELANI  
And even though she loved the the quiet life of her books, every night when she looked 
up at the heavens to study the stars, she would see the Great Sash and feel a strange 
pull.  
 

DIDO 
Then, one day while she was deep in her studies, she heard a familiar voice: 
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BIT 
Uri. Hey Uri! Hey frend. 
 

URI 
Bit! It is so good to see you! 
 

BIT 
It is good to see you too fren. 
 

URI 
What are you doing here? 
 

BIT 
I was wondering: do you wanna go for a walk?  
 

URI 
Yes Bit! Yes I very much do.  
 

BIT 
Hooray! Ya me too! Where do you want to walk to frend? 
 

URI 
I don’t know yet. But the world is wide, and there are plenty of stories that still need to 
be found. What do you say Bit, you want to help me hunt them down? 
 

BIT 
I do! I do! Come on Uri, come on! Come on let’s go!  
 
End. 
 
 


